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> <—_ Stainless steel walls mark the handsome They work high to dig deep. Steel derricks 
OPPORTUNITIES skyscrapers of Pittsburgh’s Gateway Cen- like this symbolize one of America’s most 
WITH E ter. Panels are made of corrosion-resistant vital defense treasures . . - oil. To help bring 

U. S. STE L Stainless Steel, backed up with lightweight up the “black gold’’ from its ancient, miles- 
concrete reinforced with welded wire fabric. deep resting places, U. S. Steel makes drill- 

If you’re thinking about what These are attached to the building frame __ ing rigs, steel drill pipe, casing and tubing, 

you're going to do after gradua- quickly and easily. Multi-story building cement, pumps, wire lines, and tough alloy 
tion . . . if you’re interested in a walls go up with astonishing speed—in this steels for the drilling bits that can bite 

challenging, rewarding position project, at better than a floor-a-day rate. _ through the hardest rock. 
ee a And because these wall panels weigh less, Pisilian Biandlend 02 Ci JR 

with a progressive company . . . pane : é joto—Standard Oil Co. (N. J.) 
ne a oe Ske TAS the weight o: supporting structural mem- 

then it will pay you to look i bers is also reduced, resulting in lower 
the opportunities with United building costs. 
States Steel. Your placement di- 

rector can give you more details, eee eee SCTakin ch s 
: ’ Lr g NO chances is a good 

oe alll beveled taveond) vou the rrtrC=C=C__-__ tule to follow on modern informative booklet, “Paths of Wl . | | highways. Drive carefully— 
Opportunity.” United States Steel ie hee es < — the life you save may be your 
Corporation, 525 William Penn dion — own. This U-S:S American 
Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. SS e|)h—UdUlUltC<CSR SS Multisafty Cable Guard 

; ~ : saves many lives, too. Over 
gee >.  ~—_—__ 140 proving ground impact | 

26 — tests, using cars of all types, 
fF . :  ~=—, _—Cihave demonstrated that this 

<n me So ee. type of highway guard pro- 
PctGilaty ¥ p oes : ~~ =vides greater protection at 

ro a I >. ae oe — vs high speeds. 

* “ This trade-mark is your guide to quality steel 

| ase oe oy 

\¢ STEEL » oN ay 

AMERICAN BRIDGE . . AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL . . GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE 
OIL WELL SUPPLY . . TENNESSEE COAL & IRON . . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS . . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORTORATION, PITTSBURGH 

GUNNISON HOMES, INC. + UNION SUPPLY COMPANY + UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY * UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 3-1092
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One day of feeling better 

d : ° d oesnt mean youre cure 

E™ HAVE FLU, feel better, and go out too _ lower prices, lower taxes, and most important of 

soon—only to have a relapse worse than the all, less war, are in prospect. BUT— 

? 
hist atiadee Don’t let’s take it too easy too soon. The fever 

For years the world has been sick.‘‘Something- _ of inflation and debt have wasted the nation’s 

for-nothing,”’ Welfare State, Socialism,“‘more-pay- strength and substance which have to be built 

for-less-work”’—the disease has different names at _ back. If we continue our tried and true American 

different times and places, but it’s the same trouble —_ medicine of hard work, and add the convalescent 

—loss of energy, ambition, faith-in-yourself. tonic of thrift, we'll really recover. But as any 
. “foal; » 

Now much of the world and especially this doctor snows mnt ties sures Of “fection Deter 
part of it is feeling better; we think we'll live— is the: dangerous: stage: 

as this is written it looks as though more housing, A relapse could kill us. 

| Warner & Swasey is always NG be te 9 ‘y v} 

| interested in talking future | &\ Casa) 1 Re + | oe 
| Opportunities to young men | i sl ly od 
, of ability and character. \). | Tale i &., a 

Write Charles Ufford. }e Ua i a 

> a im 

Coe Bus 
SWASEY 
OAL 
PRECISION 
MACHINERY 
SINCE 1880 

YOU CAN PRODUCE IT BETTER, FASTER, FOR LESS WITH WARNER & SWASEY MACHINE TOOLS, TEXTILE MACHINERY, CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY 
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TO A PLACE WITH NEW METHODS 

Under that white-hot strip of steel is an Perhaps, if you’ve never worked for a steel 
X-ray tube. Close above the steel is a spe- manufacturer, or sold a basic material, the 
cially-designed electronic measuring device. import of an X-ray measurement may not 

As the steel strip speeds by at half a mile raise you to high emotion. But customers 

a minute, a ray beamed up through the _ know it saves them money because it avoids 

steel is automatically measured. The 4 Jot of reject material. They have more 

results ona dial before the eyes of the confidence in X-ray-measured steel. They 
“roller” give him a continuously accurate tend to favor the Republi 

check on the thickness of the flat-rolled avor fhe mepuplc man. 
steel down to thousandths of an inch. When you become part of an organiza- 

Thus, Republic employs modern science tion, you'll want your company backing 

to make possible better thickness control you up with new ideas—not just standing 
of steel sheets and strip. behind you. 

REPUBLIC STEEL -~ 
GENERAL OFFICES... CLEVELAND 1, OHIO REBUBLIC 

[____ WOaLp's wines ganar oF Sietelealereey eaGeUets ETT T Tier eee 
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at pportunities 

Unlimited 

for all i or all types of engineers 

| HANCES are—if he has what it takes—a young engineering 

C graduate will find at General Motors the career opportunity 

he’s seeking. 

And there are sound reasons why. 

In the first place, General Motors makes so many different kinds 

of products, there is need for almost every type of engineering 

skill. These products range from automobiles and trucks to 
refrigerators, fractional horsepower motors and Diesel engines. 

GM defense contracts include shells, bombsights, range finders, 

tanks and gas turbine engines. 

Yet, this great variety of work is widely distributed among GM’s 

33 manufacturing divisions, its 111 plants in 55 towns and cities 

throughout the United States. So although each division has its 

own engineering department, each can count upon the facilities 

of GM’s central research and engineering laboratories. 

It’s this combination of big-time opportunity and local intimacy 

that fosters so many notable engineering careers at General 

Motors. In fact, many of the top positions at GM right now are 

occupied by engineering school graduates. 

Why not think about this, as your time of decision draws near? 

Your College Placement Office can arrange for an interview with 

our GM College Representative the next time he visits your 

campus. Or if you prefer, write direct to us. 

ee meena Ae ee ta eee nna Se 

| GM positions now available in these fields: 

I MECHANICAL ENGINEERING © ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING Il 

| METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING © INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING ! 

I CHEMICAL ENGINEERING © BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION | 

Summer jobs available — for engineering undergraduates 
| who want practical experience | 

Do a eee oe ome ese eee ay nen eet emer teen el 

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 

Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 

8 
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This i HORIZON 
T his is the “radiant energy spectrum” — the horizon . a A 

for the 1600 professional engineers engaged in re- a re Ee - 

search and development work at Sylvania’s more than f yi, i «oe 

. a 4 ‘ So te 

a dozen laboratories. 
, i 

The research and development under way at Sylvania’s A : ” @ a , 

laboratories reaches, in some way, into virtually every 3 Te te ee ~ 5 4 

phase of this spectrum. In the broad fields of lighting, . a ‘ s . ft oe 

radio, electronics, television, Sylvania engineers are ? sare — o 

constantly finding new challenges to stimulate their a a \ eos 4 4 

imagination, new opportunities to further their careers az oe “™ i in 

in a steadily growing company. el 4) Peo. | 

Sylvania offers college graduates expanding opportuni- Say « on | Sa 

ties to build a truly successful and challenging pro- ? ae a os e 

fessional career. —_— Al i 

: ‘ > ‘ A Sylvania scientist uses a micro-manipulator to adjust a transistor. 

For information on Sylvania’s program for graduating 

engineers, see your Placement Office today — or you FREE copies of the Radiant Energy Spectrum, illus- | 

may write directly to Sylvania’s Supervisor of Techni- trated in greater detail and full color, are available 

cal Employment. by writing to Dept. “C”. . 

Electric Products Inc. wy 1740 Broadway, N. Y. C. 

LIGHTING « RADIO « ELECTRONICS +« TELEVISION 
4 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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This is the famous Boeing B-47 for which the Link trainer | . 
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bear this emblem than any other 

Wherever you go in the aircraft world, you'll find this emblem—the 

acknowledged symbol of dependability. 

It’s carried by big bombers, medium bombers, light bombers—by all types of | 

commercial transports—by flashing jet fighters. In a field where | 

only the best is good enough, it stands for outstanding engineering achievement. | 

If you would like to work for the company with a future—in an industry | 

with an unlimited future—set your sights on Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. 

fralts Whitney Atreral, 
FAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT US.A. 
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‘ 4 é 2 a This Sperry engineer is applying the fundamentals of hydraulics to determine 

ee ia oil flow characteristics at high pressure. Here he introduces nitrogen to the 
ot A 2. hydraulic fluid in a complex valve to make flow patterns visible for study. 
el S Fg y a 

ee lil 7 J i i There’s Job Diversity 

FOR THE GRADUATE ENGINEER! 

Bleht Row there are : In each field you work with leaders on tor, Microline* test equipment, radar, 
seen "hor Ofna | + interesting projects vital to the nation’s servomechanisms, computing mechanisms, 

© Aeronautical engineers: wel]-being—long-range projects with a and communications equipment. 
trical engi § — proj all f iginali @ Elec ical engineers mune poe that call for originality a sractive locations 

© Electronic engineers jane: tres. thinking: Long Island—A pleasant suburban atmos- 
@ Mechanical engineers + You share in Sperry’s prestige phere convenient to New York. Modern 

@ Physicists + You'll be proud to say you're a Sperry _ plant. Well-equipped laboratories. Excel- 
@ Technical writers + Engineer. Because, as a member of the lent working facilities. 

@ Field engineers for applied + msineering staff, rh 4 = a Foy In the Field—There are excellent applied 
engineering ~ Yoal ree thet ad or leadership. loday engineering opportunities in various sec- 

+ Sperry is the acknowledged leader in the tions of the United States and abroad. 
: field of automatic controls for navigation. . 7 
+ From Sperry’s work in gyroscopics and 6004 working conditions 

electronics have come the Gyropilot* The way is clear for steady advancement. 
! flight controller, Zero Reader* flight direc- YOu are encouraged to continue your edu- 

cation while you earn. And liberal employee 

benefits are provided for all. 
GYROSCOPE COMPANY Check your placement office for dates when 

Sperry representatives will visit your school 
DIVISION OF THE: SPERRY“CORPORATION. --.0r write Sperry employment section 1 A 5. 

#7. M. REG. U.S. PAT. OF 

GREAT NECK, NEW YORK * CLEVELAND + NEW ORLEANS « BROOKLYN + LOS ANGELES « SAN FRANCISCO © SEATTLE 

IN CANADA © SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, MONTREAL, QUEBEC 

MAY, 1953 7



As retiring editor, I get one last editorial, even though the work 

has been done by next year’s editor, Jack Binning, and his well- 

trained staff. I have enjoyed working with the staff this year and 

know they will continue to increase the quality of the Wisconsin 

Engineer. 

My thanks to the staff for their fine cooperation. 

My thanks also to the board of directors, and especially to Pro- 

fessor Kommers who helped me immeasurably during the early 

months of the year. 

To the subscribers to our magazine and to our advertisers, 

may I say thank you for your support. Without you we would be 

non-existent. 

To all my fellow seniors—best of luck and may our paths cross 

again, soon. 

R.A.L. 

8 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER



A MESSAGE TO 
COLLEGE ENGINEERING SSS SST 

STUDENTS | 

from James H. Jewell, Vice-President | a % Las i} } 

in Charge of Sales, Wy PA I i 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation : i, oy a @ A Me i 
= | aa Ta q | 
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To the young engineer with an eye on sales 

Let’s agree that engineering is not always to be bounded and utilization of electrical energy, aviation gas turbines, 

by the quiet of the research laboratory or the roar of plastics and atomic power. Westinghouse is a growing 

production machinery. Some of us like to meet people, company. Our expansion program has greatly increased 

to talk with them, to sell them on our ideas. That’s why our productive capacity to meet the growing needs of our 

many young college men, like you, are choosing careers nation. And here at Westinghouse, you are given every 

in sales engineering. opportunity for personal development. Well-planned 

The sales engineer is a key man at Westinghouse—an orientation and training, and programs for continued 

important man in our future. Our products are essential education and management development are integral 

- to the defense and development of our country, and parts of the Westinghouse plan. Yes, if your eye is on 

applying them to the needs of industry and the military a sales career, you'll find the kind of opportunity you 

requires men who are technically trained. want at Westinghouse. 10268 
Westinghouse is a diversified company. Our products For information on career opportunities at 

cover a wide range, including equipment for generation Westinghouse, consult Placement Officer ji] 
of your University, or send for our 34-page /) 

; book . . . Finding Your Place in Industry. | 
Se you CAN BE SURE...1F ITS Write | 

Mr. L. J. Dunlap £- i] 
e District Educational Co-ordinator yo il 

estin ouse Westinghouse Electric Corporation 8 | 
Merchandise Mart Plaza a | 
Chicago 54, Illinois enc] 

MAY, 1953 9
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‘ By metallurgical controls and tests of materials, our 
members are able to produce cast iron pipe with exact 

| knowledge of the physical characteristics of the iron 
before it is poured into the mold of a centrifugal casting 
machine. 

Cast iron pipe is the standard material for water 
and gas mains and is widely used in sewage works 

The great majority of cast iron pressure construction. 

pipe produced today is cast centrifugally, in metal or Send for booklet, “Facts About Cast Iron Pipe.” 
sand-lined molds. Address Dept. C., Cast Iron Pipe Research Association, 

When this mechanized process was introduced 27 T. F. Wolfe, Engineer, 122 So. Michigan Avenue, 
years ago, its potentialities for improved production Chicago, 3, Illinois. 
controls were evident. For human fallibility was largely commer 
replaced by machine accuracy based on scientific — a oo ay \ 

principles. Ps - — 3 oh 5 2 > sf | The improved production controls made possible by Ps ce oe a. y | 
the centrifugal casting process have long since been oe sy : a : a 
realized. Hundreds of millions of feet of centrifugally- See i cl ms : : v 
cast-iron pressure pipe are now in service. All of this pipe ore 4 “7 . 
is more uniform in metal structure, in wall thickness, ee Sa . = | 
and in concentricity, than pipe not centrifugally cast. Pa ee 3 — x z ws a Ce : . . Better production control means better pipe; it re- yt oe 0 
sults in greater uniformity of quality. ae - . . 

Production controls in cast iron pipe foundries start C _ aoe | 
almost literally from the ground up with inspection, -  - ee . 
analysis and testing of raw materials; continue with es o8 . . 
constant control of cupola operation by metal analysis; Section of 114-year-old cast iron gas 
and end with rigid tests of the finished product. main still in service in Baltimore, Md. 

WA oT IR N PIPE CENTURIES JLB I a CENTURIES 

10 7 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER



Each cubic mile of sea water contains six million tons 

of MAGNESIUM, the lightweight metal of many uses 

CE Cl 

Today, when this nation is confronted with a crisis in our Magnesium is only one of more than 600 chemicals 

supply of many raw materials, it is of immense significance —_ produced by Dow. From Dow’s many rapidly expanding 

that the sea around us contains an almost unlimited supply _ plants throughout the nation flows an increasing abundance 

of Magnesium. For Magnesium is light, strong, practical of chemicals and chemical products. Besides Magnesium, 

and versatile—the answer to many manufacturers’ needs. these include Industrial, Agricultural, and Fine Chemicals 

Dow began research on the extraction of Magnesium from _— a8 well as Plastics. 

brine over forty years ago. In 1941, at Dow’s Freeport, Dow’s Booklet, “Opportunities with The Dow 

Texas Plant, the first commercial extraction from sea water 0 Chemical Company,” especially written for 

was begun. Dow pioneered in the production and develop- owle those about to enter the chemical Pi “ofession, is 
‘ é ; " ° eo available free. upon request. Write to THE 

ment of Magnesium and its alloys and remains the leading DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Technical 

producer and fabricator today. Employment, Midland, Michigan. 

you can depend on DOW CHEMICALS <> 

MAY, 1953 11



Complete Engineering Books 
d Suooli CITY ENGINEER 

and Suppiies 
pp Wanted: Civil Engineer and Director of Pub- 

f lic Works for the City of Delavan, Wisconsin. 

or Population 4,000. Located 50 miles from Mil- 

waukee, 80 miles from Chicago. Experience 

All Your Courses preferred. Write to Everett P. Doyle, City Attor- 

ney, Delavan, Wisconsin. 

Sy 1 
Sey Don't Forget to Order | 
SE | = Sa ta Your | 

e e | 

The University Co-op For 1953-54 
| 

‘ : @ See 45 @ | 1325 University Avenue Page #5 

a THIS-N-THAT 
ant x ° 

| a” a Professor Crandall Is Granted Fulbright Award 
i. CU Lee W. Crandall, associate pro- master’s degrees in civil engineering 

eee * i fessor of civil engineering at the from the University of Wisconsin. 

Me ees 4 University of Wisconsin, has been He has also studied at the Univer- 

nd granted a Fulbright Award for study sity of Colorado and at Stanford 

and research on timber mechanics University, receiving his Ph.D. from 

at the Finnish Institute of Tech- Stanford in 1952. 

B e r g nology at Helsinki, Finland, for the Professor Crandall, a registered 

. : 1953-54 academic year. The award structural and civil engineer, has di- 

Typewriter Co. is one of 240, authorized by Con- vided his professional career be- 

gress and chosen by a board ap- tween teaching and structural de- 
Student Headquarters pointed by the President. sign work. He is the author of the 

e UNDERWOOD A native of Hartford, Wisconsin, U. S. Bureau of Reclamation man- 

SMI CORONA he received both his bachelor’s and ual on structural design. 

| e TH- . . 
e REMINGTON Professor Barker Is Honored At Engineering Meet 

For Contributions to Industry and Education 
e@ ROYAL George J. Barker, professor of Barker was presented with an 

. mining and metallurgy at the Uni- honorary life membership in the 

Rented — Repaired versity of Wisconsin, was one of AFS in recognition of his “out- 

Sold six nationally known engineers to standing contributions to the society 

0 be honored at the annual conven- and the casting industry in the edu- 

731 University Ave. Hon of the American Foundry- cation of young engineers for great- 

MADISON, WISCONSIN men’s Society (AFS) which was held er appreciation of the industry, the 

Phone 6-3603 at the Morrison Hotel in Chicago, casting process, and cast products 

od May 6. as engineering materials.” 

12 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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Grand Coulee Dam—A gravity-type dam that depends on 
its weight to hold back the waters of the Columbia River. 

| 
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by 
Russell Mantzsch, me 3 

Modern rifles are capable of propelling a bullet at by pressure so it will explode violently even if uncon- 

velocities exceeding 4000 fps. They are driven by the fined. Because of these characteristics, black powder is es- 

force developed when chemical action converts gunpow- pecially dangerous to manufacture and store. 

der into hot, di 3 
er Info Ror, expancing gas Eventually it was found that by mixing the powder 
Gunpowder is a misnomer, for any resemblance between : Lo . : 

. . moist and drying it in the form of patties, the risk was 
it and powder was erased almost 200 years ago. The ori- . 

: . : . lessened. The patties were crumbled and the kernels 
ginal explosive, discovered by the monk Roger Bacon in . : ‘ 

: graded by passing over screens with from 6 to 60 openings 
the 11th century, was a powdered mixture of 40 per cent CE | 

per running inch, giving the grades FG to FFFFFG. Use 
saltpeter, 30 percent charcoal, and an equal amount of sul- . . : 

a @ of the graded kernels gives a slight degree of burning 
phur. By 1776 the formula was modified to contain 75 Le Be mad 5 : 

‘ 5 rate control but combustion is still too rapid to be effi- 
percent saltpeter. Gunpowder of this type is known as . 
black d dis n d copellant only b cient. Black powder is completely converted to gas before 

i sed as a propella 
ack powcer an s ow “ . Prop Y °Y the inertia of the bullet is overcome; and as the bullet 

owners of relatively antique firearms. begins to travel the barrel, th ling £. d 
i s u e barrel, ropelling force dr 

When black powder burns, it does so very rapidly, bor- ead eipese B none OPS 
: . to an insignificant value. 

dering on detonation. The charcoal and sulphur serve as 

fuel and the nitrate as a source of oxygen. Heat, supplied The idea developed that by having a progressive-burn- 

either from a flame or internal friction caused by a sharp ing powder which would exert a smaller force over a 

blow, will set it off. Since tremendous quantities of oxy- longer duration, greater velocities could be obtained with- 

gen are available for combustion the powder will burn out building up tremendous breech pressures. When black 

within the confines of a rifle barrel. Unlike modern pow- powder burns it evolves dense smoke and soot, obscuring 

ders, the rate of burning of black powder is not affected vision and hopelessly fouling the barrel, so there was a 

4000 40,000 

4 3000 30,000 
a a 
a au ' 

: u 
p2eoo 20000 & 

3 a 
Z & 1000 oF 19000 a 

- 
rr] 
& 

be, .LeNetH ——_—_—>1 s 

Rapid initial increase in pressure within the first few inches of 
a gun barrel results in acceleration of bullet from rest to about 
2000 feet per second velocity in traveling from breech to muzzle 
of a 20-odd-inch barrel. 
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need for a smokeless powder. Hence came the modern 

progressive-burning, smokeless powders of today. 

/ Smokeless powder is safer to manufacture and handle; CARTIDGE CASE 

it will not ignite by concussion nor will it explode when 

burned unconfined. A small heap, when ignited, will PRIMER St 
burn slowly from one side to the other as would a piece Cup WN 

of celluloid. High temperature and pressure is necessary f y 

to make it explode. ANVIL Sy FLASH HOLE 

Within the cartridge case, the change of events is this: IN 

a primer produces the flame to ignite the powder; the P 

powder begins to burn relatively slow; and the bullet is “EXPLOSIVE 

set inmotion. As pressure builds up, the rate of com- 
bustion is increased. Pressure and burning rate continue 

to increase until they reach a maximum when the bullet 

is about eight inches up the barrel. A tapering off now dies and formed into the desired shape and size. The 

gradually begins, giving minimum pressure at the muzzle, gtains are now ready for coating. Double-base powders 

but the bullet still receives push nearly all the way up. are formed by dissolving the dehydrated guncotton’ in 

This is shown on the graph. The energy remaining at the acetone and then blending in the nitroglycerine. Double- 

muzzle is expended as noise. base powders generally ignite more easily and burn at a 

The burning rate can be controlled by varying the higher temperature than those of pure nitrocellulose. 

chemical composition of the powder, the grain size and The deterrent coating now put on the grains, controls 

shape, and by adding a deterrent coating. breech pressure by slowing initial combustion. By the 

Chemically, smokeless powders are classified in two time the inertia of the bullet is overcome and it begins its 

ways: single-base or straight nitrocellulose powder, and travel up the gun barrel, the coating is gone and burning 

double-base, containing nitrocellulose and nitroglycerine. tate increases; but the volume of the combustion chamber 
Nitrocellulose is prepared commercially by digesting veg- is also increasing, so the total pressure increase is not ex- 

etable fiber (cotton linters) in a mixture of nitric and sul- cessive. Di- and trinitrotoloul have been used as deter- 

phuric acids. This forms a nitrate of the cotton fibers. ‘ents, but most substances are secret. Finally the grains 

The acid pulp is thoroughly mixed, and when the digest- are polished with graphite in large, rotating copper drums. 
ing process is complete it receives many washings in The graphite prevents the formation of electrostatic 

boiling water, over a period of several days. Upon drying, charges which might ignite the powder. 

the resulting substance closely resembles the original cot- Some powder grains look like sections of pencil lead. 

ton linters, hence the name guncotton. Gun cotton in this 1/16 to 1/4 inch long and they may have one or more 

state is explosively combustible. To eliminate danger, the longitudinal holes through them. Other forms are thin 

pulp is dehydrated with alcohol rather than allowed to disks or washers. The varying size and shape of different 

air dry, and compressed. Ether is then used to dissolve kinds of powder make them more suitable for one size of 
the nitrocellulose, and the resulting paste is fed through (please turn to page 38) - 
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j Seaham |: te aa i} iid WT Ff] to store information and therefore the necessity of how 
i ieammateeen \ bee, eS . : 5 ; 
edie | AO iae ‘a jp touse a library and its resources is obvious. 

ae es a ma ee te Whenever any new problem is approached some kind 
H cil easeo ‘ SU OF oye ; , . * 

es - Hea | nan \ Wat of specialized information is required. It may be, for 

oe iene Ait eich ii LANG example, that an engineer will encounter in some con- 

He are ate all 3 P e ‘ i 
iF ‘ i oa a iy mitt PTtyT | struction a problem in plate design which he has never 

AF i ete a g S999 i 7 : a spi 
i fl aa: us ‘ . studied. He might be looking for a specific fact, say an di ee g g Pp y 

i a | wiih . i L pc igeaas i ultimate strength of some material. Or perhaps he might 

hi { * i oe i be looking for general information about transistors and 

; - rt Uru their application in industry. But whatever knowledge is 
weak s ese. . 

= (pal ‘ balla aan fe needed about a problem it is usually possible to find some- 

aati f Li | ties = thing about it in a library. 

i s Ra a A scientific library is used for two main purposes: 

tet, as (1) To enlarge a person’s knowledge and to keep in- 

: ee oes a formed about scientific and engineering progress. 

. (2) To find specific information about some subject. 
Michael Marmura, a librarian in the Engineering Library, : : 

working in the stacks. Because of the complexity of the present state of scien- 

tific literature it is not easy to achieve either of these 

objectives. 

Occasionally someone will call the Engineering Li- One of the results of the tremendous strides science 

brary and after determining that we have some items of and engineering are making in the modern world is the 

interest to him will ask “And where is the Engineering vast amount of literature being published reporting these 

Library?” It happens frequently, that this individual turns advances. Books, periodicals, transactions, proceedings, 

out to be an engineering student who has just learned symposiums, and reports are pouring from the presses 

that the library contains something of value to him. in such quantities that no one can begin to read even a 

We hope by now that most everyone knows that the portion of it. It has been estimated that nearly 36,000 

Engineering Library is located on the third floor of the scientific periodicals are now in existence and approxi- 

Mechanical Engineer building in the west wing. It con- mately 15,000 scientific and technical books are published 

tains approximately 45,000 volumes dealing with all every year The task of the libraries is to organize and 

branches of engineering and some aspects of physics, store this material so that it can be readily used; and the 

mathematics and chemistry. About 350 periodicals and task of the engineering student, if he really wishes to be- 

proceedings of engineering and scientific societies are re- COME professionally informed, is to become familiar with 

ceived regularly. Practically all of the important books this literature, to find out what it contains, and to learn 

currently published are purchased and added to the li- how to use it. 

brary collection. It is reasonable to expect that in a col- This paper will help you to do this. It will describe 

lection of literature this size there will be something of OUT Engineering Library, discuss the use of books and . 

value for everyone. periodicals, and explain the important tools such as the 

. card catalog and the periodical indexs used for locatin: 
Most undergraduates are inclined to wonder; What ‘ Be B . 8 

. : . printed materials. Your undergraduate years is the ap- 
good is all of this material? Why should I be concerned . ‘ : 3 ‘ ‘ 

: . . propriate time to learn something about engineering lit- 
about it? To answer these questions another question . 5 

. : g 3 . erature and the keys to open its resources. Learn this now 
might be proposed; What is a university for? Without 

—“ : : a and save yourself unnecessary labor later. 
engaging in prolonged discussion of this widely debated _ . 

question, we can agree that one function of a university General Description of the Library | 

is to prepare its students for the work which they will un- The purpose of any university library is (1) to provide 

dertake after graduation and to insure that they will be you with the necessary written materials needed on a giv- 

able to continue their education later on without benefit en subject and (2) to provide a place in which to study 

of formal class work. To achieve both of these objectives these materials to advantage. The Engineering Library is 

the ability to find information is basic. A library exists no exception. We strive to obtain all the newest publica- 
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By W.R. Harvey, Librarian, and L. G. Zweifel, Asst. Librarian 

tions for your use. While the reading room is not the most in the library the book may be found. As the name im- 

modern one in existence, it is nevertheless a large, airy, plies, the dictionary catalog, often called a card catalog, 
and. well-lighted room suitable in every way for quiet is a collection of 3” x 5” cards interfiled alphabetically. 

study. Every book that the library has in its collection has a set 

The library is open from 8-5 every day, and from 7-9 of cards describing the book. Generally, each book has 

s 5 . . an author card, a title card, and one or more subject 

every night except Friday and weekends. Saturday it is cards. As it is a known fact that most users of the li- 

open from 9-4. brary do not have a definite book in mind but rather 

Inside the entrance to the library on the immediate only the subject, the library attempts to have a reference 

left are the encyclopedias, both English and foreign. On catalog for all possible words or phrases that a user might 

the same wall are the college catalogs, Sweet’s File, and a reasonably think of in looking up a subject. In many in- 

number of commercial house organs. On the east wall is stances there is a “see” card which is a guide to the ap- 

a section containing metallurgical abstracts and science propriate heading used in the catalog. Thus, if you were 

abstracts. Further along the wall is the card catalog. A attempting to find some information on radio receivers, 

brief summary on what it is and how to use it follows a check of the catalog under receivers would show a card 
later. At the end of the reading room on the left are the “receivers, see Radio Receivers and Reception.” Upon 

various indexes and abstract journals which will be dis- going to that heading, you would find listed all of the 

cussed below. To the right of this section is the library books in the library that deal with radio receivers and 

desk where someone is always present to assist you in reception. In essence therefore, the listings of the books . 

every possible way. If you have any question concerning under a particular subject heading is, in reality, a biblio- 
the location of any material or on any procedure do not graphy of all the books available in the library on that 

hesitate to ask for help. The current periodicals are kept subject. This is an important fact when preparing a bib- 

in the section on the far wall of the reading room. As a__ liography of your own. 

general rule they are kept here for one year and are then There is also contained in the catalog “see also” cards 

pound for permanent retention. In the back Part of the which will indicate allied subjects for that particular sub- 
library the cataloged books and bound periodicals are _ . : . . > . 
kept. These stacks are open to you at all times and you Jct heading and provides a “rounding out” of a subject 

are encouraged to browse through them and see what is search. 

there. The bound periodicals are on the right hand side After you have located a suitable book do not neglect 

and the books on the left. Included in this section are to read all of the information given on the card. Many 

undergraduate theses and the pamphlet file. times you may save yourself the labor of examining the 

book and finding that the information contained in it is 

The Card Catalog not what you wanted after all. Check the date of the 

The index of a book is used to find whether it has ma- book—is it recent enough for the purpose you had in 

terial about a certain subject and if it has to find the page mind? Check the pages listed—is it comprehensive 

reference for it. In the same manner the dictionary cata- enough? Does the book have illustrations, diagrams, 

log of the Engineering Library will tell you if the library charts? All of these questions and more are answered on 

has a particular book or if it has a book or group of that card. 

books on a certain subject, and it will also indicate where (please turn to page 18) 
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Engineering Library _. Dictionaries: This type of reference book is an alpha- 

Vonvinued fom page 1D betical arrangement of words and phrases and provides 

i ¥ an easy method of ascertaining correct meanings and pro- 

~ a > leer ay nunciations. It is one of the first places to start a biblio- 

Rae a graphical search when undertaking a study of a new prob- 

repre ee e's is lem, one which is unfamiliar to you. In few professions 

eg o es eel is the requirement of exact meaning so important as in 

——— z . engineering. Correctly understanding the terminology of 
ie i vega * * 2 g ig: Vorrectly u: & sy 
Ee Bi; " a science is the first step in understanding the science 

og ae i " 1 =y i wt Bm fe itself. And the place to find the meaning of a term is in 

— tities ee * Lae 3 ins the dictionary. 
God Loven) ae 

PP aaa a sa a There are two general types of dictionaries—those of 

. : & ee a a -_ ¥ language and those of subject. Websters’ New Interna- 

oss Fe Nag as tional Dictionary of the English Language is one of the 

——O wn _ “ be: standard and most authoritative dictionaries of the English 

= at | @ ae ES : * language written from a modern viewpoint. It is noted 

sn Bo. as A i — for its clearness and thoroughness and contains defini- 

——— | ra | ae tions of over 600,000 words with their historical develop- 

<7 EF _— ke a ment. Special sections are also included which list such 

ae y information as abbreviations, signs and symbols, a gaze- 

a taal ey teer, and biographical information. There are other ex- 

Oo 4 B cellent unabridged and abridged dictionaries available, 

oe io Z fF. gr all of which have special features. It would benefit you 

A <4 I ee to become familiar with at least several of the better ones. 

a oa Subject type dictionaries can also be classed into two 

C4 ae categories: those dealing with branches of engineering 

epi i y ‘ and those dealing with science or engineering as a whole. 

La e SP An example of the specific type is the Petroleum Educa- 

va tional Institutes Illustrated Petroleum Dictionary and 

Bunbe bee magazines in the modern, well-equipped Products Manual. Another example is Horner’s Diction- 

ary of Mechanical Engineering Terms. While a great many 

Finding the book after you have located the desired one of the terms found in the specialized type of dictionary 

in the catalog is a simple matter. In the upper lefthand can be found in general dictionaries such as Websters, 

corner of the card is a series of letters and numbers. This usually the special dictionary gives a more complete defi- 

is the “call number” of the book and is the means of iden- nition and stresses local usage. This fact is one which is 

tification. No two books have the same call number. The frequently overlooked. Then it is usual to find more and 

kooks are arranged alphabetically by call number in the fuller illustrations in the specialized dictionary which 

lefthand sections of the rear stacks. Browse through the clarify the written definition. Any practicing engineer 

stacks anytime. Once you see how the books are grouped would be wise to have at least one special dictionary in his 

into subjects you will be able to find what the library collection in addition to an English dictionary. An ex- 

has in a short time. ample of the general type engineering dictionary is Cham- 

Books bers Technical Dictionary, which includes terms used in 

Books, as differentiated from periodicals and serials, pure and applied, science, medicine, the chief manufac- 

are sources of well established facts, theories and general turing industries, engineering, construction, and the me- 

information. They form the background of engineering chanic trades. An extensive coverage is provided in this 

knowledge. Recourse to them is required in daily work for work and its usefulness is increased by many tables and 

the solution of many problems encountered in ordinary summaries. 

engineering practice. As you now use your textbooks in Encyclopedias: This type of reference book is intended 

preparing daily assignments, so will you have to use these to give a greater amount of specific information and his- 

and many other books after you have left the university. tory of subjects than the dictionary. The articles are us- 

A thorough understanding of the various types of books ually written by outstanding authorities and frequently 

and what you may expect to find in them is mandatory contain illustrations, maps, and bibliographical references. | 

for any engineer. It will also be of value to you to become It is remarkable how much material on a great variety of | 

acquainted with books other than texts during your col- subjects is included. 

lege career. They can solve many problems for you arising Two well-known examples of the general type of en- 

in your college work. cyclopedia are the Encyclopedia Britannica and the En- 

A general classification of books according to usage cyclopedia American. The Americana also issues a year- 

may be made as follows: book, the Americana Annual, which contains summaries 
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of recent events. Too much emphasis cannot be given to ly’s Directory of Merchants, Manufacturers, and Ship- P. g y x Pp 
the importance of being familiar with encyclopedias. You ers of the World are excellent sources. There are also P' g yclop) P 
will find that frequently they will have all of the infor- a number of periodic publications listin commercial or- q y y P iP g 
mation you need on a particular subject and no further ganizations, government research bureaus, societies and 
searching is necessary. For some unknown reason engi- institutions. 
neers tend to ignore the encyclopedia on the mistaken The Periodical Literature and How to Use It 

Ii ins is “ letters.” Nothi ‘ we gifs — theoty that all. i¢ contains is “arts and otters. Nothing Approximately 36,000 scientific periodicals are pub- 
could be further from the truth. An investigation of the li : 

. . . ‘ 3 ished every year in all languages throughout the world list of contributors to the Britannica and the Americana : : 
. . . . and of this number about 15,000 are devoted to engineer- reveals some of the most outstanding men in engineering | . . : eo : d they h itten some very informative articles ing and industrial science. Appearing in these 15,000 jour- 

and. they: ave: weltte! € Y e ° nals are roughly 750,000 articles on technical subjects. 
An example of the subject type encyclopedia is Van It is obvious that no person can hope to examine even a 

Nostrand’s Scientific Encyclopedia. This work is written small portion of this output or to become reasonably fa- 

primarily for the layman and has short descriptive arti-  miliar with its general outline. Most of these periodicals 
cles with good illustrations and diagrams. The articles publish yearly indexes but it would also be an impossible | 

are also written by well-known authorities. task to consult them in any comprehensive manner. Ob- 
: The International Critical Tables of Numerical Data, viously what is needed is some key to this literature so 
| Physics, Chemistry, and Technology is another example that it can be used in an effective manner. It is unfor- 

of the subject type encyclopedia. It includes national and tunate that some men of vision realized years ago that 
local systems of weights and measures, properties of the results of research being published in technical peri- 
chemicals, definitions, and other extensive data. A com- odicals would be of little value unless it were adequately 
prehensive index is included. One of the best special en- indexed and, consequently, did something about it. Both 
cyclopedias, now in process of publication, is the Encyclo- J. B. Johnson and F. E. Turneaure, former deans of the 

pedia of Chemical Technology. This great work will com- College of Engineering at the University of Wisconsin, 
prise fourteen volumes when completed and will be the were among these early pioneers who started the indexing 

most comprehensive chemical engineering encyclopedia in  S€rvices in this country. Dean Johnson was the first editor 
the English language. of the Engineering Index, which will be discussed later, 

Yearbooks: This is a class of material which supple- and Dean Turneaure served as an associate editor on its 

ments the encyclopedia and contains such information as re Wide af webliecs é , devised 
the events of the year and general statistics. The World WO. SHES) (Of Rupucalens have: been evised to or- 

. F ‘ ganize systematically periodical literature: index serials Almanac is perhaps the most widely known. This valuable * itere 
‘ ii and abstract journals. These publications are constructed and handy reference work contains statistics of govern- “ I 

. . aes in much the same way and differ largely on whether ab- ments, industries, schools, and much other descriptive . : 
. stracts have been included. For the most part, index se- data. It also has a chronology of important events. : : ty 

. rials and abstract journals are formed by listing under Handbooks: Here is one of the most important collec- : i in alphabetical 3 il tion of books for the practicing engineer. They are com subject headings in alphabetical order important articles 
° , , that h in thy iodical li . Compl pilations, written in technical language, of fundamental BH: aye ee aD e petiodica elon, h ete 

d tabulated data and information. Every engineer will mpmographica’ information 1s given about the article and. taburate a Cope ae ye 8 . so that it can be easily located. The author, title, and or- 
need at least several books of this kind in his personal li- ~.. | iodical ref ——— in the ab b d should be familiar with the type of informa. 122 periodical reference is given and in the abstract 
rary few snow rh ill b h a F . journals a short abstract of the article is included so that n _ ; f : Uen mney, ee ae mA h becke am He a ok 7 the researcher can determine if the article will be of in- tool. Some examples of such books are: Handboo af terest to ‘Kim. 
Chemistry and Physics, Kent’s Mechanical Engineers h : ‘ ib ‘ h he fol Handbook, Brady’s Materials Handbook, Henny’s Radio The Engineering Library receives among others the fol- 
a? fs "ih k, Standard H tb k 7 El lowing indexes and abstract journals with which all under- 
oe on “| ‘ects Wie adiah oe neering graduates should make themselves acquainted: The En- 

trica . ss am eH 8 gineering Index, the Industrial Arts Index, Chemical Ab- 
Handboo! ° : . stracts, Physics Abstracts, Electrical Engineering Abstracts, 

Directories: This type of reference book lists the names and Metallurgical Abstracts. To explain the use of these, 
and locations of persons, places, and organizations. For 44. first three will be described. 

biographical sete and addresses e Reeist: ae* The Engineering Index: This index, published every 
works as Who’s Who in America, Who's WI o> o's. year in book form, contains short annotated descriptions 
Who in Engineering, and American Meni of Science are o¢ important technical literature appearing in (1) about 
valuable. For the location and description of places, the 2,000 periodicals both foreign and domestic, (2) trans- : : : wa > 
Encyclopedia Britannica Atlas, Lippincott’s New Gaze: actions of engineering societies, (3) important govern- 
teer, and the Rand McNally Atlas are useful. For organi: ment publications, (4) publications from engineering ex- 
zations, their products and locations, Thomas Register periment stations, and (5) new books. The entries are 

of American Manufacturers, McRae’s Blue Book and Kel- (please turn to page 44) 
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Story courtesy: 

John Falkner Arndt & Co., Inc. 

Two gallons of today’s gasoline do the same work that C 

three gallons did in 1925 at no increase in list price. His- | 

torically, such improvements in motor fuel quality and q 

economy have paced the steadily increasing requirements (| E _ 

of advanced engine designs—a gradual increase in octane \ 

number has been accompanied by a corresponding increase i ; 

in engine compression ratio. However, this trend has i E & Bs r 4 

reached a point where the refiner is now confronted with IE & | “ came 

the problem of producing record octane gasoline in record Ie tea | / g 

volume. This situation comes at a time when the ability . _ i 7 paDs | a ) | ( | 

of the present methods of refining treatments is fast ap- 1 BET } ul te ES aN 

; seni a Me ee eee Ne 
roaching a limit. ZZ in Wy ee 8 or eel TG ll 

proschinng Ce Me doy Wt 
- ; li duction i ee TIIN UNG Nhea Weal tw abel mee Ne ora Hert) Hate | 

The critical status of high octane gasoline production 1s a : HA Le) Pet Ame NA Rae em ed ace! 

indicated in the most recent survey of octane requirement Seen Ve aa is Fal it ee ad 

published by the Coordinating Research Council which _ 

represents petroleum refiners and the automobile indus- A HOUDRIFORMER REFORMING UNIT . 

try. This report shows that the average premium gasoline are The three units in the foreground are reactors, behind which 

produced in 1950 satisfied the octane requirements of only 

75 per cent of high-requirement cars, while the average . 

F eS 7 > 8 lon of gasoline is effective in reducing engine knock. Re- 
regular grade satisfied only 55 per cent of all cars. C. G. = vee P . . 

" : s . finers still improve octane values with this expensive li- 

Kirkbride, president of Houdry Process Corporation of : 
. . : quid. However, the present octane problem cannot be 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, has announced the develop- : . . 

. . e bya 35 qua solved merely by increasing the concentration of tetra- 

ment of Houdriforming, a reforming” process utilizing . . . . 

s 3 ethyl lead in gasoline. One reason is that after a sharp ini- 
a unique catalyst which up-grades the low octane compon- . : ! 

: . tial boost in octane number, the effectiveness of continued 
ents of motor fuel and thereby will greatly assist re- - _, 

i : . . 4 tetraethyl lead addition levels off gradually. In addition, 
iners in meeting the increased demands for high octane a - 
asoline there are definite mechanical and performance limitations 

8 : to the amount of lead which an engine can tolerate. 

Constant improvement in motor fuel quality is a prob- The next significant milestone in octane improvement 

lem which has challenged refiners since the days when was Eugene Houdry’s discovery of catalytic cracking in 

horseless buggies chugged along dirt roads on one cylin- 1927, Houdry’s process improved both the yield and qual- 

der. For although each new high-compression engine can ty of gasoline by breaking down the higher boiling com- 

run on yesteryear’s gasolines, it does so to the accompani- ponents of petroleum into more volatile ones of excep- 

ment of sharp metallic clinking knocks.” Quantitatively, tionally high octane number. By blending catalytic gaso- 

the anti-knock performance of a gasoline is expressed in line with straight-run gasoline (obtained from the frac- 

terms of octase numbers. Since 1925 the octane number of tional distillation of crude oil), refiners achieved new 

regular-grade gasoline has risen generally from less than highs in octane values. 

60 to the middle 80’s, and, in SOME CASES higher, and from Refiners have installed more and more catalytic equip- 

about 70 to well above 90 for premium grade fuels. 2 . 
ment to keep abreast of rising octane levels, which are 

An early notable anti-knock treatment was discovered expected to continue climbing. As with tetraethyl lead, 

shortly after World War I. Two General Motors chemists, there are practical limits to the extent which catalytic 

Midgely and Boyd, working under the direction of Char- cracking can raise the average octane number of the total 

les F. Kettering, found after a tedious search that the ad- refinery output of gasoline. Chief limitation is the low 

dition of less than a thimbleful of tetraethyl lead per gal- octane value (usually less than 50) of virgin naphthas 
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which constitute from 60 to 70 per cent of straight-run convert naphthas into gasoline of over 100 octane number 

gasoline. This naphtha fraction is “dead weight” insofar with excellent yields. In fact, it is estimated that if all the 
as present methods of octane improvement are concerned. virgin naphthas were up-graded to high octane levels by 

Removal of the restrictions which virgin naphthas im- Houdriforming instead of by the older thermal reform- 

pose on the yields of high octane gasoline obtainable from ing method, a saving of 4.5 per cent in crude oil would be 

crude oil has long been the dream of refiners. Thermal effected. 

methods have been used in the past, but such methods Houdriforming also is of interest to producers of nat- 

yield only relatively low octane number products and ural gasoline, that volatile mixture obtained by condens- 

therefore cannot meet the current demands for high oc- ing the gasoline vapors present in natural gas. To date, 

tane blending stocks. Crux of the problem has been to de- this product has been disposed of insofar as possible by 

velop a highly selective catalyst capable of governing the blending it with motor gasoline, where it has proven useful 

conversion of knock-producing compounds into high oc- in improving winter starting. However, there are limita- 
tane mixtures for incorpation in motor fuels. Since its tions to the volumes which can be so utilized depending 

founding over twenty years ago, Houdry Process Corpor- on octane levels, volatility requirements, and seasonal 
ation, the pioneer and leader in the application of cata- fluctuations. By reforming natural gasoline to higher oc- 

lytic processes to refinery operations, has actively en-  tane levels, producers will ease their marketing problem. 
gaged in research to develop “the” catalyst. Culmination In addition to up-grading low octane gasoline, Houdri- 

of this effort is “Houdry Type 3 Catalyst,” a highly se- forming operations can be adapted alternatively to pro- 

lective and rugged catalyst produced from commercially duce petrochemicals, that fast growing community of 

available materials at Houdry’s newest catalyst plant in chemicals derived from petroleum. Selected naphtha frac- 
Paulsboro, New Jersey. tions are “reformed” in Houdriformers to produce large 

Development of “Houdry Type 3 Catalyst” made pos- volumes of aromatic chemicals such as benzene, toluene, 
sible the Houdriforming process. In this “continuous and xylenes. 

catalytic reforming process, “virgin naphthas” are passed These aromatics, once strictly coal tar babies, are greatly 

over the pelleted catalyst arranged in beds with reactor in demand for the making of explosives, textiles, plastics, 
vessels. In the ensuing reactions this dual-function cata- rubber, insecticides, paints, drugs, soapless detergents, and 

lyst strips and re-arranges the molecular structure of many other products of daily usage. Appreciable volumes 

knock-producers, reforming them into high octane com- of aromatics are blended with aviation gasoline to provide 
pounds. Experimental runs indicate that this process can (continued on page 32) 
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Story courtesy: 

- Link Aviation, Inc. 

The nation’s first jet bomber simulator, designed and down to make contact with the runway. This flight char- 

constructed for the USAF by Link Aviation, Inc., Bing- acteristic is one of the Link jet simulator’s latest innova- 

hamton, N.Y., is currently in the hands of Air Force in- tions. Not only does it require the pilot to conform to the 

spection teams undergoing rigid inspection tests prelimi- landing technique of the aircraft, but it permits each 

nary to acceptance and utilization in the USAF’s complex flight to be terminated on a most realistic note. 

bomber training program. . a Stalls are electronically duplicated in the Link bomber 

This new electronic simulator is a ground training counterpart. A buzzer warns the pilot of an impending 

version of the B-47B Stratojet bomber. Upon completion stall but movement: of the controls and. built-in buffeting 

of acceptance tests, the new simulator will be used in con- provide identical conditions of the actual in-flight stall. 

junction with the training of crewmen for the Air Force’s ou. _ 

fastest and highest flying jet bomber. The new Link jet Of special significance from the crew training stand. 

simulator costs only a fraction of the jet aircraft, but point is the trainer’s accurate simulation of fuel con- 

it provides the 1001 training steps required to train pro- sumption and changing CG. The same factors—power set- 
ficient crewmen for the six-jet Boeing B-47. ting, altitude, etc-—which govern the rate of fuel consump- | 

Thanks to a single motor-generator power supply and tion in the aircraft govern the fuel consumption in the 

miniature electronic units designed by Link engineers, simulator. Under given conditions the two are identical. 

duplication of the B-47 aircraft is accomplished in a com- As for the center of gravity, any change in the simulated 
pact training package weighing but 16,000 pounds. The load distribution—fuel consumption, jettisoned bombs or 

entire training unit is contained in an enclosed area of tanks, etc.—causes a corresponding change in the: simu- 
approximately 280 square feet. Aircraft duplication in- lated CG, which in turn requires retrimming of the plane. 

clades noewal and, cmengeney, engines, Hight, and cou- Both systems are manually controlled by the instructor : 

munications operation, as well as Assisted Take-Off who is provided with separate overriding controls. 

(ATO) and procedures for refueling in the air. Upon entering the spacious training area of the B-47B 

Flight realism in the B-47B simulator is emphasized jet simulator, one is impressed with the complexity and 

through the incorporation of typical high-speed jet flight verisimilarity of the modern jet flight simulator. Fore 

features. As the aircraft approaches the touchdown point and aft along the right wall is the simulator itself—a 

in land, there is a noticeable tendency for it to continue replica of the tandem cockpits of the B-47 Stratojet 

to float. As a result, the pilot is required to nose the plane bomber. On the left is the electronically equipped in- | 
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Minus its top cover, the new Air Force B-47B pe \ Nee eee bd Cae | , a Flight Simulator provides a tandem cockpit for pilot aa \t 7 fo en y pe 
and co-pilot, right, and full complement of instru- wi Po aa 
ments and duplicate controls for instructor, left. At 7s eee ma at ‘ f 
center, are two observation seats used by flight in- V = Gee ee bas 

The entire trainer is normally covered by a light llc ae ia eee 
tight canvas which forms a thermal barrier and also Po ae ie. ee 
provides optimum instrument flight conditions. rr 5 i 

bo ehestdlens an er eA [oe a) | | ! , 
eae 

Bo 2 : 
Cut courtesy Link Aviation. | eo, 

| 

structor’s quarters with its control-studded console and standard locking and friction controls. q g 
flanked by recorders. Under the streamlined canopies of 4. Actual aircraft wheel and rudder (dual) controls 
the simulator are the pilot and co-pilot’s stations—each with pedal brakes. 

with its own set of controls, instrument panel and com- : . 
1 t of ‘pment 5. Flaps, landing gear, and trim controls. 
ement of equipm . * . 

P quip 6. Drag chute simulation. 
It is here that the versatile crew of the B-47 will be 7. In-flight refueling simulation 
: . a, . * . i eruelin on. 

going through their paces. From the time they climb into ATO. Andiséed t ke-Off simulati 
the cockpits to make their pre-flight checks before firing & (Assisted. Take- simulation). 

. . . . 1 *, i i up the six jet engines until the end of the flight, the 9. Pilot’s instrument panel with standard B-47 arrange- 

crewmen will be duplicating in the trainer what they ment of flight instruments for all-weather flight among 
will actually be doing later in the plane. which are the latest high-speed and high-altitude indi- 

Ths sAgiNe <taRiig equénce di: the simulator is the cators: vernier drum type air-speed indicator with barber 

same as = she eons = are the take-off and landin pole maximum safety needle; new five inch directional 

: oo . . 8 and attitude gytos; ID-249 and 250 for VOR and ILS; 
and the flight maneuvers in between. Simulated altitudes, M. I lei ; : air speeds, control pressures, and even high speed flichs iachmeter; accelerometer; altimeter, cabin altimeter and 

i id OR , d h Be SP ove stand-by compass. In addition, the trainer is equipped 
souns ni ni tr te t ‘ . ° . 

os a Ste Th Pp — ° ia tah Eon fail with the usual standard indicators; rate of climb, flaps, 
amazing exactitude. ese, a ee to the inc or inc. 

te , . . ear, turn and bank, etc. 
duplication of the cockpit and the identical placement of Bee" oo. . . . : i : : 10. Co-pilot’s instrument panel with duplicate instru- aircraft controls and equipment, mirror the physical and 1 f el ical and Bydeaulie Gadi 

: oe vo. electr: flight characteristics of the B-47B jet aircraft. MERES (RIGS @ SEE OK (CPECERIGS) ANG. YCLAULC INGICALOES 
. . . oo, which include: 6 load meters, ac and dc voltmeters, and 

Major functional features of the Air Force’s first jet ok ogy 
. : 4 hydraulic indicators. 

bomber simulator include: . . . 
1. Six-jet engine system duplicating on-the-ground and 11. Duplicate co-pilot controls; throttle, flight, flap, 

oo “J 8 y P 8 8 as gear, trim and drag chute controls plus emergency land- 
in-the-air starting sequences and all phases of in-flight = 5 7 

7 3 ing gear extension and retraction controls. 
engine operation. ' 2 x 6 . . 
2¢ I + of an é il pi 12. 14 circuit breakers—simulated for the first time in 

. omplete set of engine instruments: rpm, tal! ic: : . a + + + P fuel and 7 s pm, Pip a jet simulator. Circuit breakers are provided on the air- 
temperature uel an OL ressure. * a : : : . P 7 P craft for individual circuit protection. They form a fail- 

3. Actual aircraft throttle quadrant with six throttles (please turn to page 48) 
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C FEWER LINES SAVE TIME | 

Both of these drawings tell the 
same story but General Electric 

Company draftsmen are being en- 

couraged to use the smaller, simpler 

one at the left. The larger drawing 

required 57 square feet of drafting | 

paper, and eight days of a man’s | 

time to draw it. The smaller drawing 

took two days and required less 

than four square feet of paper. To 
conserve manpower and material GE 
is teaching the streamlined drafting 

to its 5000 draftsmen. 
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NICKEL ALLOY STEEL ment, however, because these ma- a wide variety of critical applica- 
In testing high voltage circuit chines are mounted on steel plate tions throughout industry, is readily 

breakers at the General Electric springs which cushion the shock heat treated’ and! develops: an opti! 
Company’s switch gear development and damp out the resistant vibra- mum combination of strength and 

laboratory, two giant generators are tions. The springs must absorb these resistance to impact and fatigue to 

intentionally short-circuited. Each high torsion shock loads as often as meet: the needs of! this specialized 

is normally rated 125,000 kva, but 40 times an hour, hence a tough, spring’ job: | 

provides short circuit currents up durable and dependable steel is re- Under the mose severe chorccie: : 

to 182,000 amperes, the instantan- quired. cuit, where 8 million lb.-ft. of tor- | 

eous peak of the offset wave cor- GE engineers, working with Unit- que is developed, frame rotation is | 
responding to over 12 million kva ed States Steel Corporation metal- only about 14” "each way at the 

(rms) symmetrical short-circuit lurgists, determined that a rolled al- point of spring attachment; and the 

duty. Naturally, such operation loy steel, “U.S.S. Carilloy” 4340, axial center line stays within 30 mils 

tends to twist loose the 200-ton sta- cal properties. This nickel-chromi- hac. are sulticiens fo le owl 

tor assembly. um-molybdenum steel, well known , : 

No damage is done to the equip- for its satisfactory performance in stands “e under the punishment. 
please turn to page 34) 

e a - | F 

“HOT LAB’— "| | 
ATOMIC AGE TOOL 7 ee: 2 

Nuclear scientists, who work daily : eae: wey Tr “es NY ie 

with radioactive materials too “hot” oe | d Ly ‘it | a il 

to handle, have been able to solve a 33 e J ‘all f i 

many of their problems by using eed. 4 ee i | 4 ‘ r 7 

one of the most unique “tools” of fp & Ie ead y as | 

the Atomic Age—the “Hot Labora- . - - : oe we om i q 

tory.” co L* 1 LN a ie 

One such group of scientists is at p mG <a se : — 
work in the Bettis Plant, Pittsburgh, ; pus is 

Pa., of the Atomic Energy Commis- : / Xe : 
sion. This plant is operated by the : / ; 

Fo “a iy 

Ps 
Ria “a a 

a 
Testing and observing radioactive material. 
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2 He became Chief of Field Opera- Prescott, Robert E., m’34, has 

Co a = tions for the Bureau in 1950. been appointed to the technical 

i a. Mr. Hanson has been responsible staff, Bell Telephone Laboratories, 

— oo ie A for the Bureau’s national promo- Inc., Murray Hill, New Jersey. 

— Pi ) tional efforts in the construction in- Stolze, George A., ch’42, is do- 

a Aen tes dustry. His major assignment has ing metallurgical work in the pre- 

a oy" * e been to obtain the cooperation of cision casting department of the Al- 

eG i : national employers’ associations and lis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., 

Le a ‘ international unions in furthering Milwaukee, Wis. 

! og a the national apprenticeship system Nethercut, Edgar S., c’89, died on 

ee ay f recommended by the Federal Com- August 12, 1952, at Evanston, Tlli- 

4A ey mittee on Apprenticeship. nois, at the age of 82. In 1917 he 

é Vas A native of Wisconsin, he holds became secretary of the Western So- 

’ a degree in civil engineering and a ciety of Engineers, a position that 

Ca master’s degree in vocational edu- he held until 1935, when he retired. 

cS 0 . cation from the University of Wis- Schroeder, Frank C., c’07, died 

ps ieee 0 consin. Prior to joining the Bureau in Dallas, Texas, on Feb. 2. From 

staff, he worked as a civil engineer 1916 until his retirement in 1949, 

MAURICE M. HANSON and as an instructor of apprentices he was with the Wisconsin Electric 

and journeymen in the plumbing Power Company in Milwaukee as 

APPRENTICESHIP FIELD trade. building engineer. 

CHIEF RECEIVES LABOR Se Weaver, Warren, 17, director 

DEPARTMENT’S TOP AWARD Longenecker, E. A, m’22, for- for natural science, Rockefeller 

A Distinguished Service Award, merly president of the Le Roi Co., Foundation, was elected president of 

the U. S. Department of Labor’s has been elected president of Yard- the American Association for the 

highest honor award, was presented Man, Inc., Jackson, Michigan, man- Advancement of Science at the St. 

Maurice M. Hanson, Chief of Field ufacturers of hand and power lawn Louis meeting. 

Operations for the Bureau of Ap- mowers. Longenecker most recently Willson, Clarence A., c’21, re- 

prenticeship, by Secretary of Labor has been works manager of Jacob- search engineer of the American 

Martin P. Durkin at ceremonies sen Manufacturing Co. of Racine, Iron & Steel Institute, is the new 

held recently in Washington, D. C. also a manufacturer of lawn mowers. vice chairman of the Construction 

The award was presented, Secre- He joined Jacobsen in 1950 as a Standards Board of the American 

tary Durkin said, in recognition of consultant after resigning as Le Roi Standards Association. 

Mr. Hanson’s outstanding contribu- president. Loverud, Earl K., c’23, is general 

tion to the advancement of ap- Heywood, Walter A., ch’47, is sales manager of the Bready Trac- 

prentice training programs within now engaged in research for the tor & Implement Co. of Solon, O. 

the construction industry. General Electric Co. at their Knolls Salter, George S., c’24, recently 

One of the original group of field Atomic Power Laboratory in Sche- named chief filtration engineer in 

men hired by the Bureau of Ap- nectady, New York. the newly organized Department of 

prenticeship when that agency was Maldari, Joe A., c’38, is a struc- Public Works, Chicago, has been 

started in 1936, Hanson worked for tural engineer for the Carbide and elected president of the Chicago 

two years as apprenticeship field Carbon Chemicals Corporation of Engineers Club. 

representative in Michigan, Indiana, South Charleston, West Virginia. Thompson, John G., ¢’28, was ap- 

Illinois, Wisconsin, Lowa, Minneso- Murray, Vernon M., e’27, MS’34, pointed city engineer of Madison 

ta, Nebraska, South Dakota, North is supervising district manager of on April 9, after an entertaining se- 

Dakota, Kansas, and Missouri. the Bonneville Power Administra- ries of maneuvers involving the city 

He became Regional Supervisor tion. council, which wanted Thompson; 

of the Apprentice-Training Service Laubenstein, Donald F., e’48, has Thompson who wanted the position 

for that territory in 1938, a post recently taken a post with the sta- but did not want to take a civil 

which he held until he was appoint- tion design section, Electric Design, service examination; and the city’s 

ed an Asisstant Director of the Ap- Commonwealth and Southern Cor- civil service commission, which want- 

prentice-Training Service in 1942. poration of Jackson, Michigan. ed compliance with its regulations. 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
MADISON 6 

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 

OFFICE OF THE DEAN 

April 16, 1953 

Mr. Robert A. Leisses, Editor 

THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

Mechanical Engineering Building 

Dear Mr. Leisses: , 

The Executive Committee of the College of Engineering wishes me to 

convey through your publication an appreciation of the fine cooperative spirit 

which was exhibited by the students of the College in the conduct of the Engi- 

neering Exposition of 1953. We have received many complimentary reports and 

are justly proud of their fine contribution to the program of the College. 

Especially do we commend the work of the following: Kenneth Schneck, 

Chairman; Richard Crago, in charge of commercial exhibits; Jack Miller, in charge 

of student exhibits; John Hickman, in charge of publicity and alerting high school 

students; the work of Allen Schmidley, David Hanke and Reinhart Postweiler of 

the Polygon Board; and the aid of the editors of THE WISCONSIN ENGI- 

NEER in promoting the Exposition. We are also particularly gratified by the 

participation of student exhibitors who demonstrated much initiative in the de- 

velopment and conduct of their part of the program. 

May I express my personal satisfaction for the efficient manner in which 

exhibits were set up and speedily removed at the conclusion of the event. 

Very truly yours, 

MOW:mh 1. ©. Wither 

Dean 
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WISCONSIN Ss E y \ a wu f o ion 
SOCIETY OF # . 

Edited by 

PROFESSIONAL Stephen Carter, m’55 

ENGINEERS he had appeared on behalf of the that he planned to consult with 

Society in opposition to Bill 65S in Vice President Steinmetz so that 

the state senate. This bill proposes they could agree on a man to head 

to set up an overall organization the legislative committee for the 

for the administration of all state next two years. The legislative 

SECRETARY'S OFFICE licensing. He presented objections chairman would be instructed to 

201 ennsen ne as outlined by a special WSPE com- study needed changes in the regis- 

W. G. Youngquist, Secretary mittee and stated that the bill would tration act and be prepared to in- 

probably not pass. troduce the proposed changes in 

PUBLICATION COMMITTEE Chairman Kallevang also reported the next legislature. 

Philip S. Davy, Chm. that WSPE had been represented at (4) The matter of the responsi- 

_ a Main Steer both the senate and assembly hear- bility for the enforcement of the 

R. E. Lee, DePere ings on the bill for the licensing of registration act was brought up for 

H. S. Fullwood, Milwaukee land surveyors and had officially consideration. George Sievers read 

A. O. Ayres, Eau Claire " . a 6. . 

L. W. Upton, Kenosha registered in favor of the bill. portions of his letter to Mayor 

F. R. Wincentsen, Rhinelander Harry Gute, chairman of the Ziedler of Milwaukee concerning 

Bx We Johnson} ‘Madison steering committee for the 1954 an interpretation of the act by the 

WSPE OFFICERS NSPE meeting in Milwaukee was city building inspector and also read 

R. C. Clark, President appointed as permanent chairman the reply by the mayor. The mayor 

Pierce Ge 1X Vice Presiden’ of the 1954 meeting. Approval was stated that no action would be taken 

F. T. Agthe, Past President also given to the appointment of except on advice by the city attor- 

Ws Lotmeaquist Secresary Robert W. Smeaton as publicity ney. A letter on the same subject 

M. A. Blakey, Director chairman and Orrin Andrus of pro- written to the mayor by member 

L. O. Hoganson, Director gram and entertainment committee Walter Sherman was also brought 

Be eee is, Director for the meeting. to the attention of the board. Herb 

Harold C. Trester, Director Herb Moore, chairman of the Moore stated that he felt the matter 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES private practice functional group had been handled in a proper man- 

A. G. Behling presented several actions of that ner and complimented George Sie- 

Georges We Martin committee for consideration by the vers on the quick action taken. 

cme board. The items discussed and the (5) A suggestion that registra- 

——eea7=o*=*~ actions taken are outlined below: tion requirements of engineers in 

With the (1) Suggestion that dues be rais- training could be set up more logi- 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS ed to $20.00 per year and a perma- cally by an industrial board rather 

© Legislative Report nent secretary be employed. This than a collegiate board was con- 

® 1954 NSPE Meeting proposal was placed on file. 

® Functional Group Recommen- (2) Suggestion regarding exami- | | 

dations nations necessary for registration of 4 oe | 

© Summer Meeting engineers for state services. It was fa 

© Public Service Commission stated that Bill 81A in the state sen- yd 

® Registration Board ate would require the certification a 

® Ladies Auxiliary of a registered sanitary engineer Wes Beye as 

Board meetings were held on who is seeking state service. This ch? oon: 

March 7th in Milwaukee and on matter was referred to the legisla- or “ Za = 

April 10th in Madison in connec- tive committee for action. pages Sew hee 

tion with Engineers Day at the Uni- (3) Proposal to change state reg- “yh 0 dame ee” 

versity of Wisconsin. Of special in- istration act to bring it into confor- nad ome on AW he 

terest: mance with the model law by having ws cee 

Ed Kallevang, chairman of the the registration board appointed by i "Et yf —— wx eee 

legislative committee, reported that the governor. Pierce Ellis stated a x 
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sidered. This matter was discussed Pere ee re Be eee 
at some length by the board. No for- A ee 
mal action was taken but it was Ses a 4 a + 4A — : Oe 
agreed that it would be desirable to su coe ee De a Cc a Co. ee c 

set tip a comminee to offer help RB Me 
and work closely with the registra- + a ey ie = eee ae agen 
tion board on this matter. g ss ae ee ee i Be j 

(6) Discussion was held regard- a hee q . a: : Me . ee d ; 
ing the advisability of changing the ae 3 a are Ste, eerie ce he ae aie ees " 
time of the functional group meet- ee a dorcel ee ae Poke oe ‘ide keh i al ale Ete 
ings held in conjunction with the an- La sae i ees "i ES : 
nual or summer meetings so that te tet s Alpe ea a #i9 E ea 
recommendations for action could oe Eee ; a Fe SE 
be brought before the board. “e “ee | il a fj om ; 

A motion was made by Director : Iewaayata ; 
Sievers and seconded by Past Presi- ; ini oi AEN pY 
dent Agthe that functional group ee a Pe gs aaa a ‘ Bi Ae 
meetings would hereafter be sched- eS - : es a ee 
uled on the first day of all Society = ee a 2 Pa ee 

The dates of September 18 and CS ae ee — 

Me wee appaeved Soy He sititake A scene of the Schwartz Hotel in Elkhart Lake where the September meeting will 
meeting which will be held at the be held. 

Schwartz Hotel on Elkhart Lake. 

It was agreed by the Board that economic status can likewise be im- sist in the worthy activity of sup- 
a recommendation be made to the proved by consistent support of porting WSPE by attending this 
governor requesting that serious WSPE, the organization which rep- fall meeting with your wife and/or 
consideration be given to the ap- resents the professional engineer? other guests. An unusually inter- 
pointment of a registered profes- If you agree that we have few esting program is being arranged 
sional engineer to the vacancy on duties of greater importance than for the ladies. Please note on your 
the Public Service Commission. guiding the future of our profes- calendar at once the dates of Sep- 

George Sievers reported that the sion through support of WSPE, tember 18 and 19. We suggest that 
registration board had indicated then you will certainly attend the you come early on Friday so that 
that they were to meet in April fall meeting of WSPE. Never be- you may spend a pleasant day en- 
and at that time would set a date fore has there been a better oppor- joying the various recreational fa- 
for the meeting between the board tunity to combine a most important cilities with your engineering friends 
and the special committee set up by business obligation with that needed prior to the reception, buffet sup- 
WSPE to consider the proper en- recreation prescribed by your fam- per, and get-together on Friday 
forcement of the registration act. ily. That is made possible by the evening. Saturday is going to be an 

A communication was received plan of your officers and directors unusual day of business and plea- 
from the national committee seeking to hold the fall meeting of WSPE sure for you and your guests. You 
to set up ladies auxiliaries in the on Friday and Saturday, September can make this a full week end by 
various states. It was reported that 18 and 19, at a famous Wisconsin staying through Sunday for further 
a number of states now have such resort, the Schwartz Hotel on Elk- recreation, if you so desire. 
units. Chapters are urged to com- hart Lake near Sheboygan. This re- Suffice it to say that your pro- 
municate with the state secretary in sort has been chosen repeatedly by gram committee has planned a num- 

regard to this matter. many well-known companies and as- ber of surprises which you cannot 
re sociations for their annual meet- afford to miss. 

ANNUAL FALL MEETING ings. It is famous for its facilities, 
DATE SET FOR SEPT. 18-19 excellent cuisine, and know-how on 

Have you ever considered what handling large groups of people. We are pleased to welcome the 
has been accomplished by the Am- The recreational facilities available following into the Society: 
erican Medical Association, Amer- include golf, tennis, fishing, base- MEMBERS 
ican Bar Association, and American ball, riding, hiking, swimming, . . . Dental Association in building the shuffleboard, sun-bathing, and, of Robert J. Giesen, Vice President 
prestige and economic status of their course, there will be time for chit- and Engineer, Kasper Construction 
members in the public mind? Is it chat, too. Company, Manitowoc, Wis. 
not obvious that our prestige and This is an appeal to you to as- (continued on page 40) 
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Houdriforming - - 
(continued from page 21) 

with maximum power during. take-off. In addition, most 

Order Your of the new synthetic fibers require aromatics for their 

: manufacture. 

An important by-product of all Houdriforming opera- 

W | S C 0 N S | N tions is high purity hydrogen. This gas is widely used in 

petroleum refining as well as in such familiar applications 

as the production of ammonia for fertilizer and the con- 

F N G | N E E R version of vegetable oils into cooking fat. 

Houdry engineers have made economic studies of Hou- 

driforming used in conjunction with typical refinery fa- 

Now! cilities processing 10,000 barrels of crude oil per day. 

These studies indicate that additional profits resulting 
from Houdriforming operations will retire the invest 
ment cost in from one to two years. 

AY Already proved in several years of pilot plant opera- 

tion, Houdriforming soon is to be placed in commercial 

operation. The first such plant will be the 11,000 barrel- 

Keep in touch with your school — per-day Houdriformer being constructed at Sun Oil Com- 

pany’s refinery at Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania. Operating 

and your field. in conjunction with Sun’s new Arosorb process for the 

purification of aromatics, the new installation will pro- 

duce annually more than 13,000,000 gallons of benzene; 

@ SEE PAGE 45 6 30,000,000 gallons of toluene; and 15,000,000 gallons of 

aviation blending stock. Additional Houdriforming facil- 
ities aggregating approximately 25,000 barrels per day 

are also under construction in this country and abroad. 

——— | PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

| The naphtha charge from the fresh charge pump is 

| joined by a hydrogen-rich recycle gas stream and the 

| Seniors— combined streams flow through series heat exchange with 

| the reactor effluent stream and fired preheater coil into 
| Thi % f | the No. 1 reactor. The reactants undergo a temperature 

Is IS Tor you: drop in passing through the reactor because of the endo- 

| thermic heat of reaction. The temperature level is adjusted 

| The Lincoln College Plan is a money by passing the partly reacted material through a reheat 

| saving life insurance idea designed coil before continuing the reaction in the No. 2 reactor. 
| especially for college seniors. It will A second reheater and passage through the No. 3 reactor 

| pay you to investigate its many completes the hydrocarbon conversion. 

| unique advantages. The reactor effluent is cooled by heat exchange with | 

| the reactor charge stream and cooling water and flashed in | 
| the high pressure flash drum. A portion of the flashed | 

| For more: information <ail vapors are delivered to the recycle gas compressor for 

| compression and return to the reactors; the remaining : 

| VA os DICK RANNEY vapors are transferred to the fuel gas header. The high 

Ve | an pressure flash liquid is pressured into the low pressure 

2 {Be g 803 Tenney Bldg. 6-5466 flash drum where most of the hydrogen remaining in the 

a te ical Bm . stream flashes into vapor and is also delivered to the 

| “he oe Representing fuel gas header. 

ae i THE The low pressure flash liquid is then pumped into a 
s a ue LINCOLN NATIONAL conventional stabilizer tower. Stabilized gasoline is pro- 

nN ees LIFE INSURANCE duced. as bottoms product with the vapor product taken 
| Es COM overhead for delivery to the fuel gas system. The pur- 

ig er ee PANY pose of the low pressure flash drum is to lower the hydro- 

| or ey , woe 2 j| gen content of the stabilizer tower charge stream and thus 

EE Din reduce the operating pressure of the tower. , | 
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A NEW RELAY RECORD 

: Retays—which are high-specd switches—are the Result: calls go through faster and switching is done 

nerve centers of the dial telephone system. Ina split with less equipment. 

sccond, they set up a conncction and then are off Men and women of the Bell System —in oper- 

to direct the next call. In a large city, more than ating, manufacturing and laboratory work—con- 

1000 relays are used every time a number is dialed. tinually seck new ways to improve telephone service. 

Now a new wire spring relay—devised by the Qualified engineering graduates can find well-paid 

Bell Laboratories —is at work. With only 11 instead and interesting careers in the telephone business. 

of 70 parts, it is twice as fast, uscs less power, and Your placement officer can give you details about 

costs less to make and maintain than its predecessor. opportunities for employment in the Bell System. 

IR 

Ky =) 
F| 4a |} BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

ad 
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° q . SUPERCHARGED Science Highlights - - 
. ; a —— ae GENERATOR DESIGN 

(continued from page 25) ay ie 

Westinghouse Atomic Power Divi- 7 ame | Eo This latest and most important 

sion, which is engaged in two of ae i I fe. step in the history of size reduction 
the nation’s atomic projects — con- , Bg a. of steam turbine generators is a 

struction of the atomic power plant F Hi | , M44 : further development following the 

for submarine U.S.S. Nautilus, and 4 i PS i | : first use of supercharged cooling in 

development of another nuclear re- , oo eS the rotor of a 60,000-kw Allis- 
actor for a large vessel, such as an ’ M f — Chalmers generator installed in mid- 

aircraft carrier. : - Nie ea: e 1951. 

A major problem in the construc- \ ral In this newest development in su- 
tion of nuclear reactors is that of i. percharging, cooled hydrogen is 
handling radioactive materials dur- Pe) > forced at high velocity through the 
ing tests and laboratory analyses. ° conductors of both stator and ro- 
For safety purposes, this testing is Exposing materials to radiation. tor. Heat removing ability is so ef- 
done almost completely by remote fective in this design that generator 

control in a building known as the The inside of each cell is viewed length and diameter are both cut 
“hot lab.” through a 36-inch - thick window to remarkable ratios. Exciter size 

There are five “hot spots,” or comprised of layers of plate glass has also been reduced through the 
cells, in the “hot lab” and these separated by oil. Mechanical claw- use of an entirely new excitation 

are separated from the main work- like “hands”—controlled from out- system. 

ing area by a thick concrete and side the cell—move radioactive ob- The first completely supercharged 
lead wall. In the cells themselves— jects into position for testing. A machine is being built for develop- 
each separated from the other by a periscope-telescope arrangement en- ment and test purposes. It will have 
thick steel wall—are testing devices ables scientists to examine speci- a nominal rating of 40,000 kw and 
designed especially for the lab’s mens through a remotely controlled a 60,000-kw rating at increased hy- 
operations, microscope. drogen pressure. 

partners in creating ptt ll el lhl oh a K&E 

Dori 
AD Lettering S y i me ‘eh a ' effering Sets 

a es) hOUmhCUhC COMPLETE STOCK 

: ess a yr — 

: wn nN : = L e : F oe 7 poe ge | tt P ae. (ee ettering Pens 
* Pla ° a . ra sea and Ink 

° IMPORTED FROM 
@ For many years K&E has pioneered in the manufacture LU | a \N GERMANY 
and development of finest quality surveying instruments. ST 
K&E surveying instruments are renowned all over the world | Y (a 
for their superb performance under conditions of all kinds, l 
for their magnificent workmanship and for special features eae B R O W N S 
that come of progressive ingenuity. DOE Tae 

Surveying Equipment KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. peas Lis Book Shop, Inc. 
EST. 1867 Slide Rules, 

NEW YORK ° HOBOKEN, N. J, Measuring Tapes. Friendly, Courteous Service 
Chicago ® St. Lovis * Detroit * San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal 

i | 
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Developed by RCA Victor, the new “45 Extended Play” record gives music lovers more music for less : 
money plus a perfect medium for playing shorter classical works and multiple popular selections, 

‘Tt ic h i 
on e same size record nay 

eee 

wey 
Another RCA achievement in electronics: L WA Ap 

CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION “a. uy] 

A challenging question was asked RCA engi- Grad, ere reeales RCA hoa By i f 
. < 4 . raduate ectrica! ngineers: iba eh fe 

neers and scientists in 1951. How can we in- Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- 1 Pi 
crease the playing time of a 7-inch “45” record, facturers of radio and electronic products 8a a Cl 

4; * disc? —offers you opportunity to gain valuable, — 
without using a larger disci well-rounded training and experience at a 

- a good salary with opportunities for ad- al i 
Sixteen months of research gave the answer, vancement. Here are only five of the many A a | 

“45 EP’”—Extended Play. Public response con- projects which offer:unusual promise: an an 
. ss . © Development and design of radio re- aA 4 2a 

firmed this as the most important achievement ceivers (including broadcast, short-wave hed sh 
inthe new recording speeds. More than 2 million and FM circuits, television, and phono- ja ee ae >, : graph combinations). y A 
RCA Victor “45 EP” records were bought in the © Advanced development and design of i La 

first four months of their existence! AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F Ce induction heating, mobile communications wes, 
Research leadership—your guide to better eavipment; relay-systemss ine! , j 

es “ @ Design of component parts such as . y 
value: the ability of RCA Victor to solve the coils, loudipeskers, capacitor. 7 
problem of more music on a “45 Extended Play” © Development and design of new re- “ 

record accents the importance of research to you. cording and producing methods, _ 7 
53 : ©@ Design of receiving, power, cathode L 4 

Whether you plan to buy television, radio or any ray, gas and photo tubes. 7 7 
a? * Write today to College Relations Divi- LD other electronic instrument, research leadership sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. _&£f 

adds more value to all products and services Also many opportunities for Mechanical &£ 
trademarked RCA or RCA Victor. and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. . 

© R C Secret of “45 Extended Play” is 
D RCA Victor’s discovery of a new way 

A DIO OR I ORA TION to cut a master disc—with an electrically 
heated stylus. Grooves are closer. Sound OF AMERICA quality is cleaner, clearer, more alive, 

World leader in radio— first in television 
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“Within the next ten years”, says William R. Parlett, young the product sales divisions and then in a district sales office. 

Worthington Sales Engineer, “many of the officers of the After obtaining sufficient product knowledge and sales training, 

corporation, district office sales managers and top salesmen _I was ready to sell directly to industry. As more important 

will be retired. sales assignments are available, I feel I will progress in propor- 

“Appreciating the fact that someone must fill these jobs, tion to my own development and sales performance. 

our management is striving to develop capable leadership “As a Worthington salesman I contact a class of trade with 

among the younger men of the corporation. which it is a pleasure to do business. The company’s reputation 

“As a prospective Worthington Sales Engineer, I received is a key to a welcome reception by my customers. 

several months of classroom instruction by works managers, “T have found that with Worthington you have job satisfac- 

top sales personnel and application engineers at all of the tion, adequate compensation, and unlimited opportunity.” 

Worthington plants. The background I obtained was a sound When you’re thinking of a good job, think Aigh—think 

basis for further development and learning gained in one of Worthington. 36 

VWVURININVIVN 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, sce your College Ce 
Placement Bureau or write to the Personnel and Training Zi << qH —S 
Department, Worthington Corporation, Harrison, N. J. -  .. 
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What's Happening at CRUCIBLE 

about hollow tool steel 
| 

CRUCIBLE HOLLOW TOOL STEEL 

Crucible is now making its high quality tool steel available GRADES~—SC—=CS~S 
in hollow form. Bars of Crucible Hollow Tool Steel can now Sizes (inches) Sanderson | Ketos ‘Alrdi 150 

be obtained with machine finished inside and outside diame- 
ters and faces — in three famous grades: Keros, Arrp1 150 20 x Pl ie x x 
and Sanperson. Already its use has effected substantial sav- 30.0.x1%2 1.0. : 
+ * 3% 0.D. x 1% 1.0. 
ings for makers of tool steel parts with cutout centers, 304 OD. x 144 LD. x x 

32 0.D. x 1% 1.D. x 
3% 0.D. x 2 1.D. x x x 
40.D.x 1% 1D. x 

: ~ a a it 40.0. x21. x x 
i tic be ee 4Y%4 0.D. x 1% 1.D. x 

es Bh) 4% 0.0. x2 1.0. ¥ x 
me ole Vs a a 50.0. x2 1.0. x x x 

rw. } 0 he 5 0.0. x 2% [.D. x x 
mn! 6} ee, tht re 5 0.D. x3 1.D. x x 

_ Ne teg Oe en Je 5¥2 0.0. x2 1.0. x 
ole oh ae Be he 5Y2 O.D. x 242 ILD. x x "=" 6 | e hi oe 6 0.D. x 1% 1.D. x 

= , A A kd =) — G00. x21.D. x 
or. ao —-aee lm Um EUL.ULUmUmUmU 0.D. x 3 1.D. x x 7 Xx 

@>.- og a ha ee lC~”™”~” 62 0.D. x 3% 1D. x 
CN ms An -.hlt.wmUmrmCUU 6¥2 0.D. x 41.0. x a f. ae.llrmrmrC 70D. x 244 1.0. x 
\™ | Yay. Ae lw”; a 70.0. x 3% I.D. x 
- : S hmmm 70.D.x 41.0. x x 

Qe Pa | i ™% 0.D. x3 1.D. x x 
a ae 8 Ye 0.D. x 342 1.D. x 

 —r—t—‘“i‘iOSSSS 8 0.D. x 3% I.D. x x 
ff —l.Lhmrmrrrrt~—iSS 80.0.x51.D. x x x 

pis 8Y% 0.D. x 342 1.D, x 

typical applications 20D.x4 10 x x , .D. x D. x x yp Pp 90.0. x5 1.0. x x 
The ring shaped tools that can be fabricated from hollow scope ren x 
tool steel are virtually limitless — beading rolls, bearings and 100.0.x51D. x t 
bushings, blanking and briquetting dies, cam dies and follow- 10 0.D. x6 1.D. x x x 

. . . + 110.0. x 41.0. x x 
ers, chuck jaws, circular knives and shears, cutters, die holders 110.D.x60.D. x x 

and inserts, engraver and edging rolls, extrusion dies, feed a oaee ee x ; ‘ 
and flue rollers, forming rolls, nozzles, saws, sleeves, slitters, 120.D.x61D. x x 

i i 12 0.D. x 7 1.D. x x stamping dies, wheels... and many others. 2 90. aD: ; 

. 130.D.x61.D. x x 
how it cuts costs 130.D.x7 1.0. x x 

. . 13 0.0.x 8 1.D. x 
Crucible Hollow Tool Steel permits a toolmaker to bypass 13 0.0. x9 1.D. x 

drilling, boring, cutting off and rough facing operations. Nat- u oe. i Tae, * i * 
urally, this results in less production time per unit, greater 15 0.0. x9 1.D. x x 

machine capacity, and a reduction in scrap losses. In some 2 OO Ae x * * 
cases material costs alone are cut 20% by the use of Crucible 16 0.D. x 12 1.D. x x 

Hollow Tool Steel instead of regular bar stock. . : e technical service 
availability If you make tools with machined-out centers and wish 

. . additional information on Crucible Hollow Tool Steel, 
All grades and sizes of Crucible Hollow Tool Steel are car- or technical assistance in solving an application problem, 
ried in stock in Crucible warehouses conveniently located call in a Crucible representative. Our experienced staff 

throughout the country. of tool steel specialists is always available. 

CRUCIBLE first name in special purpose steels 

53 yours of |Fire| steelmaking 
CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY OF AMERICA, GENERAL SALES OFFICES, OLIVER BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA. 
Midland Works, Midland, Pa. . Spaulding Works, Harrison, N. J. . Park Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. . Spring Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

National Drawn Works, East Liverpool, Ohio « Sanderson-Halcomb Works, Syracuse, N.Y. © Trent Tube Company, East Troy, Wisconsin | 
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Bullet Propellents _. lower, thereby reducing barrel throat erosion. The hot- 

: test point will be about six inches up the barrel. Here 
(continued from page 15) . a 8) . 

. there is a larger area to dissipate the heat, so barrel life 

charge, bullet, or gun, than others. Holes are put in the is greatly prolonged. Combustion temperatures are rough- 
grain to maintain a constant combustion surface. As the ly 3000 degrees Centigrade. It appears that some day this 

outer surface grows smaller, the hole surface grows larger. typei of powder, will, berused exclusively: 

Disk shaped powder, which has maximum area per unit, Th . hil ly the ieni is included hh be- 

finds wide use in pistols which, because of their short © primer, wane only the igniter, 18 ANCMICERSMERS RE 

barrels, must have a faster burning powder. Shot guns, in causevof itsidirect ‘effect on combustion. 

the forward part of the barrel is relatively weak as com- Cartridges have two classifications as to their type of 
pared to a rifle, must have a fast powder to exert the priming: rim-fire and center-fire. As the only difference 

maximum pressure near the breech where there is suffi- between these primers is in the method of inclusion in the 

cient strength. cartridge case, this discussion will be limited to the op- 

Even though much has been done to control pressure eration of the more important center-fire primer. 
surges, great care must be taken when working near maxi- Center-fire, sporting arms primers are manufactured in 

mum loadings. If the maximum is exceeded—even slightly, two sizes, having diameters of .175 and .210 inches. They 

the powder loses all of its former characteristics; pres- consist of three basic parts: the cup, the anvil, and the 
sures will skyrocket, and the normal progressive-burning explosive; the cup and anvil being made of brass. These 
becomes detonation. Strangely, the most dangerous pow- form a unit which is inserted into a primer pocket in the 

ders are those used for low pressure loads. Though not base of a cartridge and can be ejected and replaced with 

manufactured any more, Du Pont #80, a nitrocellulose % M&W OnE after firing. The cup holds the explosive pel- 

powder, is an excellent example. It is designed for pres- let and the anvil, in such a way that when struck by the 

sures up to 20,000 psi. Its critical point is about 30,000 firing pin, the dented cup will pinch the pellet against 
psi. If the powder charge at the critical point is increased the anvil. The resulting explosion throws a 3 to 4000° C 
by one grain avoirdupois, the pressure will jump 10 to flame through the flash hole in the primer pocket into 

50,000 psi; the variation depending on the other charac- the powder chamber, thereby starting combustion. 
teristics of the cartridge. Actually for optimum accuracy, By virtue of the physical requirements of a primer, it 

whether near the critical point or not, load variations is necessary to have a shock sensitive, solid explosive 
should be no more than one tenth of a grain. which will burn in an instant. 

Smokeless powder is reasonably safe to handle if in A priming mixture, like gunpowder, must have a source 

good condition, but improper storage may bring trouble. of oxygen and a fuel, antimony sulphide being a common 

Single-base powders are slightly hygroscopic and in ex- fuel. Early primers contained fulminate of mercury as 

treme dampness they may obsorb enough moisture to im- their oxygen source. This was satisfactory as an explosive, 

pair ignition. Excess temperature tends to decompose the but the free mercury produced when it burned. amalga- 

powder, causing higher pressures when burned. Double- mated with the brass cartridge case, making it too brittle 

base powders become dangerous when faulty manufacture to reuse. Substituting Pottasium chlorate for the fulmi- 

or storage causes them to sweat out droplets of pure nitro- nate, while eliminating brass deteriation, brought about 

glycerine. While this is quite rare, undue agitation of such the problem of corrosion. Upon firing, the chlorate gives 
powder could cause an explosion. up its oxygen, becoming the salt, potassium chloride. This 

Since World War II a new innovation in gunpowder has is impregnated in the steel of the gun barrel by the out- 

been developed. It is ball powder, so called because the rushing gas. As this salt is hygroscopic Tusting is rapidly 
grains are spherical. A primitive form was produced in promoted. Nevertheless the chlorate mixture makes a fine 

1933, but real strides were not taken until the war. Most primer, and with proper gun cleaning, can be used with- 

commercial cartridges are now loaded with it, but it will Out damage resulting. This is the Frankford Arsenal 

be some time before it becomes available to the public in #70, used by the army through World War II. | 

bulk quantities. Its chief advantages lie in its simplicity Now adopted by the army and used for many years 

and safety of manufacture, compactness, and its ability commercially, is the non-mercuric, non-corrosive primer, 
to make use of relatively impure nitrocellulose. The spher- containing neither fulminate or chlorate. Instead, barium 

ical form is theoretically wrong; for as it burns, the sur- compounds are being used. Such commercial primers are 

face decreases instead of remaining constant. This is com- peroxide, TNT, tetryl, and various new, organic nitro 
pensated for by increasing the depth of the deterrent compounds are being used considerably more violent in 

coating. Ballistically, it is the same as standard powder. their action, creating higher pressure at ignition and hence 

While the balls pack well in a cartridge case, there is increasing the burning rate of the powder. When used 

only point contact between them, leaving ample space for with maximum pressure loads, the powder charge must be 

the igniting flame to surround each grain. Two other ad- several grains less than if chlorate primers are used. 

vantages of ball powder are its ease of flow through auto- Thus it is the knowledge of combustion, keynoted with 

matic loading machines and the low calorific value of its the ability to control, that has made possible the safe 

outer layer. This means that the initial temperature will be harnessing of the violent forces of explosive fuels. 
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ae, { The New Norton G Bond. The grinding 
< wheel this man is using — ina Norton grind- 

“ A Ree ing machine — is made with the new Norton 
: oe 6 G Bond, one of the most important grinding 

BS oa oo / wheel achievements in 45 years. The G Bond 
— oe cl is a special vitrified bond, developed by 

Ga ae fs ef Ze Norton research engineers, that gives greatly 

- —— Y 2 4 LP improved grinding performance in many 

Go 7 . oe oa i oN LC f : precision and semi-precision jobs — typical 
’. _/ : i ea of the ‘Touch of Gold” that Norton brings 

_. . ‘ha a» = 3 or em to all grinding. 

_)\ ae seat 4 

= a saa | 
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ale + Helping To Produce The G Bond, Roderic C. 
a Lancy, M.S., Ch.E., a recent graduate of 

a PT im Worcester Polytechnic Institute, examines 

= — - bond particles under a stereoscopic micro- 
scope in the Norton research laboratories. | 

How modern grinding gets the | 

ee 9 steadily increasing opportunities for 

I O l CH OF GO I bD personal progress. But wherever your 
career in industry may take you, you 
will find the Norton ‘Touch of Gold” 
an invaluable aid to better production. 

Ever consider how grinding with abrasive field, Norton is always able 
exactly the right wheel literally gives to furnish the right abrasive or abra- 

shop men the “Touch of Gold?” sive product for every job — thus sup- | 

That’s because every time a top- plying countless workers throughout NO R TON | 
i Use ENSEY, industry with the true value-adding. 3 performing grinding wheel touches cost-cuttirts “Touch of Gold.” ° 

the work, value is being added. At the DEERE. QUEM OU: Making bett ducts | 

same ae ig anger cutting Your Future with Norton i veut e et ‘ - | 

costs and increasing profit-margins : € Y | 

while the ultimate, mecha of Ag industry expands, the demand MAKE CNEL PLO 5 06178r 
a. : : p for Norton products naturally in- Abrasives * Grinding Wheels * Pulpstones * Oilstones 
the product itself is getting more for pen F ond Abrasive Paper and Cloth * Grinding and Lapping 
his mone creases, ina constantly growing list of iygchines 2 Non-Slip Flooring * Refractories © Boron | 

qe grinding, polishing and other abra- . Carbide Products 
Norton grinding wheels have to) sive applications. A career with NORTON COMPANY § Ss " P PP My 

performance “engineered in.” And as Norton — making better products to WORCESTER 6, MASSACHUSETTS 

the world’s largest producers in the make other products better — offers  Behr-Manning, Troy, N. Y.,!s A Division of Norton Company 
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Ww S P E -_- John H. Gerber, District Office March 19, 1953 at the Linker Ho- 

(eenitinned fron’ page'29) Engineer 7 Shley ee tel, C. A. Wahlstrom presiding. 

De Witt E. Yates, Chief Engineer oe co , ead i. Yon A A recently elected member, J. R. 

and factory manager, W. S. Darley nan tl — oe or Ss Koenig of the Engineering Depart- 

Co. (Chicago) Chippewa Fall pip Gps Comena, Ranken ment of Daityland Power Coopera: 
Wis. Pulp and Paper Company, Kaukau- tive attended his first meeting of 

na, Wis. the group. The following engineers 
Luther M. Kratz, Engineer, Luar- 5 5 group. 8 eng 

k “ nae Edgar L. McFerren, Chief Engi- attended as guests: Robert Olson, 
ens, Inc., Eau Claire, Wis. Bagi ing D Gi . . 
Rich ' 3 : neer, Engineering Department, Gid- Production Engineer, Trane Com- 
ichard G. Birkholz, Chief Engi- di d Lewis Machi 1 nate . 

neer, Dorr Sales and Engineerin eee “ achifie “Toe pany; William Harris of the CB&Q 
a. . 8 8 Company, Fond du Lac, Wis. Railroad; Max Peters, Northern 

Co., Milwaukee, Wis. David L. S “t. Bhei : 
. avid L. Strand, Engineer, Wis- States Power Company; Joe Meyer, 

Arthur R. Dux, Engineer, State consin State Highway Commission, Standard Oil Company; Harold 

Highway Commission of Wiscon- La Crosse, Wis. Erickson, Resident Engineer at the 

sin, La Crosse, Wis. Robert R. Claypool, Assistant La Crosse Sewage Disposal Plant 
Juan B. De La Torre, Engineer Plant Layout Engineer, Plant En- and Robert Koch. 

in Charge-Hydraulic Group, Pow- gineering Dept., Cutler-Hammer, A written report prepared by Ar- 

er Section, Export Division, Allis Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. thaw Chiisvenson was vead. coverin 

Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Mil- Ferdinand A. Ritter, Engineer th ee € he, Tseal chi 8 
k Wi A % D z 1 e€ activities oO: the local ¢c apter 

waukee, Wis. ssistant, Dairyland Power Cooper- and the recent Engineers’ Week ac- 

Donald O. Covault, Engineer, ative, La Crosse, Wis. tivities. The report brought out the 
Wisconsin State Highway Commis- Francis W. Biehl, Engineering shortage of engineers and suggested 
sion, Madison, Wis. Draftsman, Giffels and Vallet, Inc., again that the best method of in- 

Edward A. Dickinson, Sales En- Detroit, Michigan. teresting more students in engineer- 

gineer and Manager, E. A. Dickin- * : ing is to contact them early in their 

son and Associates, Milwaukee, WESTERN CHAPTER high school careers so that they 

Wis. The regular monthly meeting of may take suitable courses in prepa- 
Edward C. Youngman, Chief Me- the Western Chapter of the Wis- ration for a college course of study 

chanical Engineer, Mead and Hunt, consin Society of Professional En- in engineering. 
Inc., Madison, Wis. gineers was held Thursday evening, (continued on:page $0) 

ITY SOON MRE 2 cacmaayesonn se ese taney ce ei ON NAN eA Sie ae Ee SE Rees i 
ey, ays ee We Service and Install 

ane eee fh Everything We Sell 

sere Ye Two Stores 
wae Pe re Law 1) eee en 

A i ssi : i a 
eS i? i ee, || 4233 W. Belt Line Dial 39-2651 
as itioemel”.,. permmuaiueacoiaaaiail emmamananmneiniit cm st one aie RADIO SALES & SERVICE 

~ 720 University Ave. Dial 5-7294 : 

The wonders of the ocean's fl0OF ace duplicated in ° ) 
two giant tanks at Marine Studios, at Marineland, Fla. More than 

30,000 live undersea specimens are presented in their natural setting, - Madison’s Oldest Television Dealer 

and into these tanks are pumped more than 7,000,000 gallons of sea 
water per day. ee 

Okolite-Okoprene cable was selected as the most reliable means of 
supplying power to the motors which pump this water. Power is ———TOOOTTOTTT _ 

taken from a 2300-volt circuit and stepped down to 220-110 volts, Order Your 
for motors ranging from 1/, to 30 h.p. 

The corrosive influence of salt water and salt air has virtually no 
effect on the tough Okoprene sheath which protects Okolite-Okoprene 

cable. ecce ‘ : 

Tough jobs are the true test of electri- — Now! — 
cal cable... and installations on such 

aM\ jobs usually turn out to be Okonite. © Seepage 
o Mh vO 
8 a 

. | ONITESS insulated wires and cables THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 
Cui Te 8785



Ce oo aL 

— =. -f ~~» “mm at ae —— ee 
>= = ——~ %& A A. oe kv SS 

SS ==F SAN ON ES 
———— a Se SS ee Reynolds new aluminum re- 

ee » ~ > <a W © duction plant near Corpus 
_————=— lO OO Christi, Texas — capacity 

ee SSC CNN 160,000,000 pounds a year. 
SF eS ae sj 

== — 4 ae as By); [= 

—_—- =F SSS — Sy. ae ee Pad ) oe 
ae ras = er ee ae ag ——— —— 

a A a ee eee 

AWorldof — = or ° a GREE SESS = 
~~ @}. Ce 

SSS 
e Wie ~~ 

“= “ 7 St. a Expanding — Bo. Spe 
SS FSI 7 

C3 SSS oa a: 

Opportunity! =a 

ch oceencion ket 7 Ns 
In a land noted for rapid expansion _ keting operations promising careers ee RS le 
of free industrial enterprise, few exist for graduates in virtually any yee 
companies have matched the swift phase of engineering. Ns ee | 
and continuing growth of the On-the-job training is the Vee 

Reynolds Metals Company. Nowop- Reynolds _policy—after_ preliminary ee 
erating 27 plants in 13 states, and orientation which may include basic Tapping one of huge battery of 

still expanding, Reynolds offers the experience in production plants for electrolytic cells 
enon engineering graduate a sales personnel, and sales office work 
world of opportunity. for technical trainees. Liberal insur- a a 7 : 
Reynolds operations include baux- ance, hospitalization and retirement ae 7 a ie 

ite mining in domestic and foreign programs ate maintained. ie ee Hy 
lessons Bene and electrolytic For important background infor- fe , “ft 

Processing to produce aluminum P'S mation on “your future in Alumi- me ee S 

.- Sheet polling, deans a €X pum,” mail the coupon. If you are aa” 
trusion o: in aa structural shapes definitely interested now, write direct Se er | 
...foil rolling wrod Beng Eee to General Employment Manager, bp ii_ bs 
der and paste production. .. finishe Reynolds Metals Company, 3rd and ain ’ ey 
parts and products fabrication. In Grace Streets, Richmond 19, Va. Sheet rolling—reverse hot mill in 
these and in the allied sales and mar- > operation 

brrcunes i a 7 
oof a I Reynolds Metals Company, Employment Dept. I 

ee Richmond 19, Virginia 
Bee et | : I 

joo | __ Please send me, FREE, your 96-page booklet, “The ABC's of Aluminum"; | 
Ce LA | also the 44-page book, ‘Reynolds Aluminum ...and the Company that | 
Pees" 4a makes it.” 
eZ | | 
room | Name - | PPE ! 
Ce j . Address 
Reynolds expanding production — historic | 
chapter in 33 yeors of continuing growth. Loe st en ee en eed 
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’ 
1 

to the { 
' 
1 

ELECTRICAL ' 
1 

' 

ENGINEER 
' 
' 

or ' 
, 
¥ 
, 

PHYSICIST 1 
' 
a 

with an interest in ' 
' 
’ 

R A D A R | Hughes Research and Development 
| Laboratories, one of the nation’s 

or ' leading electronics organizations, are 
' now creating a number of new 

’ openings in an important phase of 

E L E CT R 0 N IC S | their operation, 

' 
’ 

A ' “ 

. ¥ 7 
SY ' a 

x ' ¢ Se 
' 

Here is what one of these positions offers you: 

THE COMPANY THE TRAINING ment is being installed, or (3) be the 
wie woe . Hughes representative at a military base 

Hughes Research and Development On joining our organization, you will in this country—or overseas (single men 
Laboratories, located in Southern Cali- work in the Laboratories for several only). Compensation is made for 
fornia, are presently engaged in the months to become thoroughly familiar traveling and moving household effects, 
development and production of ad- with the equipment which you will later and married men keep their families 
vanced radar systems, electronic help users to understand and properly with them at all times. 
computers and guided missiles. employ. If you have already had radar 

or electronics experience, you will find YOUR FUTURE 

THE NEW OPENINGS oe helpful in your new Jn one of these positions you will gain 
work with us. all-around experience that will increase 

The positions are for men who will your value to our organization as it 
serve as technical advisors to govern- WHERE YOU WORK further expands in the field of electron- 
ment agencies and companies ics. The next few years are certain to 
purchasing Hughes equipment—also as After your period of training—at full see large-scale commercial employment 
technical consultants with engineers of pay—you may (1) remain with the of electronic systems. Your training in 
other companies working on associated Laboratories in Southern California in and familiarity with the most advanced 
equipment. Your specific job would be an instructive or administrative capac- electronic techniques now will qualify 
essentially to help insure successful op- ity, (2) become the Hughes represen- you for even more important future 

eration of Hughesequipmentin the field. tative at a company where our equip- positions. 

How to apply: 

wus 
mow‘ 

o t XN. 
, 1 s 

“ t % 

HUGHES ; ' 
' 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ( See your Placement Office for 

LABORATORIES | appointment with members of our 
‘ Engineering Staff who will visit 

Scientific and Engineering Staff t your campus. Or address your 

Culver City, Los Angeles County, California | — "esumé to the Laboratories. 
t 

e ‘ e 
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The Torrington Needle Bearing 

... shaft hardness determines effective load capacity 

(2, <2 the shaft hardness to Rockwell which will provide the required 

| f= ———————— C-52 gives a resulting load factor surface for Needle Bearing oper- 

/ —— of .5. In this case, the catalog ation. Inner races are available 

—— rating must be multiplied by .5 _for all sizes of Needle Bearings. 
———____) Z ‘ : 

_— in order to obtain the true capac- | When used, inner races should be 

SS ity of the bearing assembly. securely fastened to the shaft by 

SS SSS Unheat-treated, cold rolled clamping against a shoulder, by 

<I C hafting will onl: %-3% of i b fi L_— aD shafting will only carry 2%-3'% 0: snap ring, or by press fit. 

the bearing’s rated load capacity. When designing Needle Bear- 

The economy of the Torrington The speed of the applicationis ings into a piece of equipment 

Needle Bearing is due in part to also important in determining where shaft hardness is a ques- 

the fact that the shaft usually Proper hardness to assure satis- _ tion, the economics of using inner 

serves as the inner race. Thus, 
‘ the shaft tg aa integral part SHAFT HARDNESS—LOAD CHART i SHAFT HARDNESS—RPM CHART 

since ta 8 
. e : LETTE TTT Tro, *~TT TTT TTT TTT ls 

of the bearing, its load capacity LETTE TTT, eth Tae Eds 

limits the capacity of the bearing ee : eg 8 
. s._-T TTT rita ty : Py { 

assembly. In order to obtain the Ee-LTTTTTTT Vt ys aA ly 
. e.x_tT TT Try tt ys : (eer rr : 

full rated load capacity of the g HA vr 3 3 CrTTrryrry yt, z 

Needle Bearing, it is necessary AAA EA apo A 

that the shaft be at least surface- ‘ KHER «CE . (Cee cee rrr 

hardened to the equivalent of vo a tones nes Manon 

Rockwell C-58. = 4g se ne sega io “8 

Loads and Speeds Figure 1. If the surface hardness of Figure 2. As the speed increases, it is 
the shaft, its tensile strength, or the desirable to increase the shaft hard- 

Related to per cent of carbon is known, the load ness. For a given rpm, read across to 

factor can be read either right or left the curve and down to the proper 
Shaft Hardness from the intersection of the curve. hardness. Conversely, if hardness is 

The load factor, multiplied by the known, read up to the curve and 

Because: of matetial of design,  “eeieapualizetthetegcinasetirs: == gesagt abadavuanirpin for hae 
limitations, it is sometimes de- the application. 

sired to run Needle Bearings on story shaft life. The chart in races as compared to a properly 

shafts softer than the recom- Figure 2 illustrates this effect. heat treated shaft should be care- 

mended Rockwell C58. This can Hardened E R fully analyzed. When all factors 
be done safely providing the bear- araene nner aces such as inner race cost, securing 

ing loads and speeds are HOt £00 Available devices, and actual assembly time 

SEVERS, However, the capacity of When it is either impossible or _ are considered, it is usually found 

the bearing assembly be only 48 impractical to harden the shaft, | more economical to heat treat 

great as the load capacity of the it is necessary touse an inner race _the shaft. 
shaft, regardless of the rated load 

capacity of the bearing as indi- THE TORRINGTON COMPANY 

cated in the catalog. The shaft Torrington, Conn, * South Bend 21, Ind. | 

capacity decreases very rapidly District Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities of United States and Canada 

as the surface hardness is reduced 

below the recommended Rock- is re iinitnae TORRINGTON 4770/7 BEARINGS 
Figure 1 shows this very clear- 

ly. It can be seen that reducing —_ NEEDLE SPHERICAL ROLLER + TAPERED ROLLER + STRAIGHT ROLLER + BALL + NEEDLE ROLLERS 
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Push-Button Lacquer 

_ ®’ CHEMICAL PROBLEM... 4 _  »© 
...ameans of “touching up”’ fur- a » a re» 

niture, automobiles, and house- oe on ~_ = 

hold equipment that would be — ii| “= | 
convenient, easy to do, and not rrr lc Otst—~——CisS 

. . . aerosol lacquers, made with 7 7 —— “| - 7 7 
nitrocellulose and resins produced _ | a a a 
by Hercules. These quick-drying a: * : | Lon oo 
sprays, readily applied at the _ 3 Pe ie = to oo 4 

touch of a finger, restore original _ Fm i iy — 
color to any lacquered or baked _- J es \ la er 

enamel surface. _ 4 ~. a oe 
_ 3 es ee 

COLLEGE MEN... _ . Sa 
This is but one example of the i | 

far-reaching chemical develop- _ _ 
ments in which you could partici- _ a 

pate at Hercules—in research, : | 

production, sales, or staff opera- _ | 

tions. It suggests the ways Her- _ | 

cules’ products serve an ever- 

broadening range of industries Oa 
and end-uses. { Fiomspmemsnnnarnnnnnemnmnumns gs Sem 

e e 

Hercules’ business is solving problems by chemistry for industry .. | 
... soaps, detergents, rubber, insecticides, adhesives, plastics, paint, varnish, lacquer, textiles, paper, 

to name a few, use Hercules® synthetic resins, cellulose products, chemical cotton, terpene chem- 

icals, rosin and rosin derivatives, chlorinated products and other chemical processing materials. 

Hercules® explosives serve mining, quarrying, construction, seismograph projects everywhere. 

H IE R @ [ 7 L 1D SY HERCULES POWDER COMPANY Wilmington 99, Delaware 

Sales Offices in Principal Cities 

i EC53-5 
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h f ® ® 

Whenever fastening problems arise... 

_- . “ae : 

NZ ——— >) CO paint? 

ws fi , —=——S i FF 

ae” gah) a yw 7 

@ ) - oo | 

ae ay pau | 
bE | / Km 

srs ee Y pis 

Ze . 

*2a— Consider ELASTIC STOP NUTS —— ss | 
Z SS = 

2 i], 

LOOK FOR THE RED Whenever fastening presents a problem—ESNA is ready with a quick 
LOCKING COLLAR answer. More than 3000 types and sizes of self-locking vibration-proof 

fasteners—plus the “know-how” of ESNA engineers—are available here 
It is threadless and resilient. Every bolt impresses at ESNA. 

(but does not cut) its full thread contact in the “ ° 99 
Red Elasti¢ Collar t6 fully grip the bolt thrédids, ; ESNA has long been known as “design headquarters for self-lock- 
lncaddition, this threading:action properly seats ing fasteners. Accepted by Army, Navy and Air Force, virtually every 
the metal threads—and eliminates axial play aircraft built in the past decade has been Elastic Stop Nut-equipped. On 
between bolt and nut threads. All Elastic Stop the railroads, in the oil fields, on automobiles and construction equip- 
Nuts—regardless of type or size—lock in posi- ment, Elastic Stop Nuts manufactured to exacting quality control stand- 
tion anywhere on a bolt or stud, maintain d doi alized job | 

accurate adjustments and seal against liquid anesare ong Specia 126 Jor S$ every day. . . 
seepage. Vibration; impactor stress’ reversal Be familiar with the design help ESNA offers. Write us for details 
does not disturb prestressed or positioned set- on Elastic Stop Nuts. Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America, 2330 
tings. Vauxhall Road, Union, N. J. | 

ESNA)). ey ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
‘- vA 

a) 

&, | ee oe G SPLINE & cuINcH GANG te) NYLON 

DESIGN HEADQUARTERS FOR SELF-LOCKING FASTENERS 
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Link Simulator a At the instructor’s fingertips are controls for setting up 

. . , VOR, VHF, and low frequency radio stations which pro- 
(continued from page 23) ¥ % sqecs ‘ 

: . vide omnirange, voice and loop facilities. There are dials 
safe system which safeguards the plane from fire hazards foe ji a 3 3 

“— . . or introducing and changing field elevation, magnetic 
arising from possible circuit overloading or electrical ee ; : : . 

as an variation, barometric pressure, and wind (with variable 
faults within the circuits. The systems protected by the ae : 

: : : speeds from any direction). There are still others for 
breakers include: power plant; fuel, electrical, hydraulic, 2 Sane of 5 

4 fligh i i . ATO changing the weight and center of gravity in the simu- 
and fli ntr s ‘ ; instruments; . ght ‘control ‘systems; autopilot; ‘instruments; lated B-47 iesal€é, 

control; etc. In the trainer simulation, the breakers are 
controlled by the instructor Included too, are duplicate flight and engine instru- 

13. Complete high and low frequency radio simulation ents and tell-tale lights to keep the instructor constantly 

with combat interphone aware of what is going on in the simulator’s cockpits. 

14. Complete aircraft hydraulic and electrical simula- However, the controls that provide the instructor with 
tion and numerous warning, test, and signal lights and his most effective and powerful training tools are the rows 

switebes of switches and buttons on the console’s emergency con- 

Much of the effectiveness of the crew’s training in the dition panel. With the flick of a switch or the push of a 

B-47B flight simulator is derived from the fully equipped button, the instructor can change the course of a normal, 

instructor’s console which is located directly opposite the smooth running flight into a veritable nightmare for the 

trainer unit. Here the instructor, the mastermind behind ‘TC: Overheating engines, engine failure, icing, hydraulic 
each training flight, sets up and controls each practice system failure, fire, instrument failure, and fuel system 

hop, introducing problems and conditions as the occa- failure are but a few of the 65 different potentially haz- 
sion demands ardous conditions which can be most realistically dupli- 

Directly in front of the instructor as he sits at the con- cated in the simulator. 

sole are a myriad of switches, push buttons, lights and in- While any one or any combination of these conditioned 

struments which provide unlimited flexibility of instruc- situations is capable of adding grey hairs to the Air 
tioneering. To his left is a huge flight recorder which Force’s “omni-dexterous airmen,” the real purpose behind 

continuously records the ground position of the aircraft their design is to provide the crewmen with safe and real- 

during simulated flights. On his right are two additional istic media for learning to cope with the unexpected. Af- 

recorders which provide him with range, azimuth and alti- ter repetitive encounters with these simulated emergen- 

tude information for ILS and controlled approaches and cies, many of which could not be safely duplicated in the 

let-downs. All three are Cartesian coordinate-type re- air, the pilot and crew became alert to the unusual and 

corders designed for specific application on the B-47B_ react to it as if it were routine. 

imulator. * a 3 “ 
e itke i flict .. 4 hically ol bh A blackout curtain partitions the instructor’s station 

e lar. ight position recorder gra : . . : ge Might Pp graphically plots the from the simulator. The curtain may be left open for 
aircraft’s course on full scale aeronautic charts represent- : . k be d for simulated ais 

° hi 700 mil ae: h routine practice work or may be drawn for simulated night 
ing a geographic area miles square. Resettin re- ‘ : : 

i 8 : PIE ‘Area ‘ hk os Be b ree € and. weather flights. And for the convenience of the in- 
corder and repositionin ar in i er- 5 ‘ 

: : Positioning Une chart curing: Che: Might: p structors, an exterior seat is located next to each cockpit 
mits uninterrupted training flights of unlimited distance : j se . 

: for observation purposes during training flights. 
and duration. 

In approach problems, the simulated aircraft’s position Two L-shaped paneled cabinets extending in front of | 

is graphically presented on the two other recorders, both the enclosed training area house many of the hundreds | 
of which are integrated with the simulator’s ILS). The up: of electronic components which comprise the simulator’s 

per recorder on the right flank of the console picks up complex flight, engine and radio systems. Additional 

the aivedaft when it Is within 13 miles.of the dtaGon. From components are concealed beneath the side panels of the 

this point on, it accurately plots and records the distance inclosure itself. In most instances the chassis on which the 

of the plane from the point of touch-down, indicating at Components are mounted are draw-type which can be 

the same time any deviation, within the maximum limits easily pulled out for maintenance, adjustment or inspec- 

of the chart, from the glide path. tion checks. | 

On the lower approach recorder a circular chart is used Separate exterior cabinets are also provided for the con- 

with the station located in the center. This recorder picks trol loading system and the cockpit air conditioner at the 

up the simulated aircraft 13 miles from the station. From rear of the training area. Both operator’s conditioner and 

then on it takes but a glance at the recorder to determine the main power plant of the simulator, however, are in- 

the exact azimuth and range of the aircraft with respect stalled in a compact cabinet within the enclosure. 

to the station. Landing system markers, outer, middle, Transportation and installation problems of the huge 

and boundary, can be inserted manually by the instructor. B-47B jet simulator were anticipated in the structural de- 

Besides furnishing the instructor with information for sign of the unit. For ease of handling in shipping and 

ILS problems, the two approach recorders provide the for quick installation on delivery, the simulator is sec- 

necessary information for GCA talk-downs. Both ap- tionalized into seven major sections. Each is castered for 

proach systems can be accomplished concurrently. optimum mobility. 
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Another page for WIN Ma Cm UE TU 
a 

Ap How to give an 8-speed miller 

7 =? at greater spindle accuracy 

a! | Ao ip _ This milling machine has 8 speeds, from 62 to 2870 

cite, ZA bs _ RPM. To hold the spindle in accurate alignment at these 

S XU ae Ze | _ various speeds, design engineers mount it on Timken® 

= Ser eed dl. ‘ | precision bearings. Long-lasting milling precision is 

al Fa yf, | assured, Spindle accuracy can be controlled because 

eC if 2) | | Timken bearings are adjustable. And they provide more 

Ly = 4 io LS” cc | 1 than enough capacity for any tool load. 

Se oe 

5 . : ee " 

Line contact of TIMKEN ile 7 

bearings keeps spindles rigid fo) a ll | 
Because Timken bearings carry the load along the TT Finn, " ] 

line of contact between rollers and races, they give L(  lUL | 5 » | 

a wider, more rigid support to the shaft. And the i _a__ ig 

tapered construction of Timken bearings enables SER af 

them to take radial and thrust loads in any com- _ a 2 

bination. End-play and deflection in the shaft are i A | 

practically eliminated. 

Want to learn more about 

l= bearings or job opportunities? | 
L | ¥ } a jes Some of the engineering problems you'll face after s 

TIMKEN Qe) graduation will involve bearing applications. For help 

io | ey — —_ in learning more about bearings, 

Tes Bee A ore , i ite for the 270-page General : : 

TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS \__ \\ NY i] eee modian Manalon Timken |p Vien 
\ ~< rhc] Bearings. And for information about L 2s) bed 

= the excellent job opportunities atthe | aM 

eee Timken Company, write for a copy of | VUE) 

“This IsTimken’?TheTimken Roller | 

Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. Le 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER <> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER o> 
f 

BEARING TAKES RADIAL @) AND THRUST ~~ LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION -3)C 
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HOW TO DESIGN WwW S P E, - - States serve without salary as weath- 
oD ol ole 

er observers and make a report each 

PRODUCTS TO SAVE (continued from page 40) month showing daily temperature, 

R. C. Clark discussed the pro- rainfall and other data. Data on the 

posed changes in legislation now un- higher altitudes for weather condi- 

MATERIAL AND COST der consideration at Madison which tions is made possible by an auto- 

would affect the professional engi- matic recorder known as a raysonde 
Mc products can be built stronger, neers of the state. which consists of small aneroid 

more rigid with welded steel con- b built i b di 
struction than possible any other way. Donald Grunditz, secretary of the arometer hue intova,two!tube:radio 
Steel is 3 times stronger and twice as . , ite transmitter operating at 144 mega- 
rigid as traditional gray iron. As a result, chapter, introduced Mr. William \ hich ‘ed aloft b 
usually less than one-third the actual Dackis an engineer of the Heat cycles which 1s carried alort by a 
weight of metal is required. T fer Sales D. t «of ahi balloon sending out signals trans- 

Pound for pound, steel sells for a third ranster ales lepartment o € : 
of what gray iron costs at the cupola. This Trane Company who spoke on lated by the receiver on the ground 
lower cost per pound plus fewer pounds « % into pressure, temperature and mois- 
needed to carry equivalent load means Heat Transfer Surface. Mr. ture dataanithe balloon ascend 
that initial material cos can he cut as Dackis holds a Bachelor of Science me 
much as 85% of prices charged for cast- . . : 
ings alone to which fabrication, of course, degree from Duke University. He The service of the weather bureau 
~ ne — . pointed out that one of the basic in this area is also important in giv- 

n addition to its inherent superior ‘ ing floo nings. Th i 
physical properties, steel is easily formed reasons the Trane Company is one ms . d warnings ese timely 

He efficient enginescing. shapes such as : of the largest in the industry is due warnings have saved large sums of 
ams and channels. Thin wall structura ‘ i i i 

sections are possible by concentrating to the process of aluminum brazing. money and many lives especially in 
material at outer edges inload carrying They can build larger units than the last few years. Since more ac- 
members where each pound of metal does ; 5 i ‘ : 
the most good. When steel is utilized to any other manufacturer using this curate data is available on rainfall 
the nS aes somos process in joining aluminum sur- and water flow it is possible to fore- 
1on 1) U. 0) 1 

half the cost. faces. The various types of heat cast stages of the river very ac- 

ate examples show how a typical ma- transfer surface were discussed and curately compared to forecasting 
chine part was changed over from cast si : i ibi i 
iton 4 welded steel construction. The illustrated by means of slides. ——— sahebie vanvous 
cost saving of 50% resulted from less ‘ maps, charts and equipment used by 
material and expense by eliminating sev- The monthly meeting of the the weather bureau and described 
eral machining operations such as mill- West hapt £ the Wisconsin me 
ing and drilling. Cleaning and painting estern, Chapter of the cans the publications put out by the de- 
operations in the former cast design were Society of Professional Engineers partment which is of special inter- 
also avoided. The new welded steel base i i ae is both stronger, more rigid and has a was held ‘Tuesday evening, April 14, est to utility and construction en- 
clean streamlined appearance to improve at the Linker Hotel, C. A. Wahl- gineers. 

selling appeal. . a strom presiding. Arrangements are 
Latest information on designing struc- ‘ h he M 

tures to save steel and lower cost is pre- being made to have the May meet- 
sented in 1200 page “Procedure Hand- ing as ladies’ night. 
book of Arc Welding Design and Prac- WIS. VALLEY CHAPTER 
tice’. Price only $2.00 postpaid in U.S.A. The main speaker at the dinner 

meeting was Meteorologist A. D. A business meeting was held at 
( Gene Saniel of the United States Weather the Hotel Wausau March 23. Fol- 
ee Le Original Cast Con- th i : F ‘ Se ne? struction required Bureau who BANE, SAE ENEMIES. ian lowing the business meeting, mem- 

et 41% more ma- _— interesting account of the history : ° 
\ Pe terial. Heavier ae a bers, ladies and guests enjoyed a So weightincreased and activities of the Weather Bur- 
da aff | bandling costs in eau. It was set up with an initial steak dinner at the hotel. After 

“i | shipment and appropriation of $20,000 in 1870. dinner entertainment was provided 
A = installation. : . oa eo) The LaCrosse Station was set up in by a sleight-of-hand artist. 

» on October 1871. The bureau last year Mr. Nelson, Steam Power Super- 
Po spent $26,000,000. The first observ- . . . . 

oe dée-the di : £ th intendent of Wisconsin Public Ser- Piséent Désigh ‘ti { ers were under the direction of the 
Steel cut brodues Mince army. In 1890 the Weather Bureau vice Corporation, gave a very in- 

s 6 7 \ ‘ a 
ups Newdesigu igs i was transferred to the Agriculture teresting talk on the Weston Steam 
is actually Pe A stronger, more 4 cy / Department and in 1942 to the Com- Power Plant which is now being 

tek Modena fo merce Department of the United built south of Rothschild by Wis- 
appearance 7 \ States Government. Since one of the has greater o & i consin Public Service. In his talk sellingcabe _ : present important services now is . . . 
heats a pilot warning for aircraft many of he explained why this plant is be- 

the weather stations are located at ing built; how its location was de- 
THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY airports. cided upon, as well as explaining 

Cleveland 17, Ohio Saniel pointed out that approxi- some of the design features of this 

THE WORLDIS‘TARGEST' MANUFACTURER: mately 5,000 people in the United plant. 
OF ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT 
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ls part of future being built here? ¢ part of your future being built here? 
Here you see the beginning of another addition production capacity to a billion pounds of 
to Alcoa’s expanding facilities. This plant, at aluminum a year, four times as much as we 
Rockdale, Texas, will be the first in the world produced in 1939. And still the demand for 

to use power generated from lignite fuel and aluminum products continues to grow. Con- 
will produce 170 million pounds of aluminum a sider the opportunities for you if you choose 
year. This and other new plants bring Alcoa’s to grow with us. 

Wh hi f ? at can this mean as 4 career ror you 
This is a production chart—shows the millions did good work to create this record. minded “laymen” for production, 
of pounds of aluminum produced by Alcoa ‘You can work with these same men, research and sales positions. If you 

each year between 1935 and 1951. Good men learn from them and qualify yourself graduate soon, if you want to be 
for continually developing oppor- with a dynamic company that’s 

PF LLL tunities. And that production curve “going places,” get in touch with us. 

Cs rrtrrrt—“C‘RCUCiC‘C(C¥i‘CO(COU is still rising, we’re still expanding, Benefits are many; stability is a 
coe and opportunities for young men matter of proud record; opportuni- 
oe joining us now are almost limitless. ties are unlimited. 
a Oe Ever-expanding Alcoa needs engi- For more facts, consult your 

se hl fKk..lrt—i<“‘iSSO neers, metallurgists, and technically | Placement Director. 
eK 

oe coa ea 

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 
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Will Keep Planes Like This On The American Team 

What makes great planes like North American rocket engines, rockets, electronics, atomic | 
Aviation’s F-86D and sister Sabre jets? The energy. If you’d enjoy the challenge of pioneer- 

answer is new ideas... young ideas. And just ing in these advanced fields, consider looking 
as the ideas of young engineers of a decade past to the future with North American when you 
helped perfect the plane you see above, so will complete your engineering training. In the 
the ideas of today’s engineering students —your meantime, feel free to write for information : 

ideas—perfect tomorrow’s F-???. That’s why concerning a career in the aircraft industry. | 
North American Aviation always has challeng- Your student placement office will be glad to 

ing career opportunities for bright, young supply you with more detailed information. Or 
graduate engineers. if you prefer, write direct, including your name, 

Today, North American is developing proj- address, placement preference and personal 
ects of a new era—aircraft, guided missles, data. Please address your reply to: 

D. R. Zook, Employment Director, 5701 W. Imperial Highway, Los Angeles 

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION. INC. | 
Los Angeles, California e Columbus, Ohio 

NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORCD 
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Rap! 
As you look toward your future employment, GEORGIA TECH, ILLINOIS, IOWA STATE, 

you'll have many questions to consider. We MICHIGAN, OHIO STATE, PENN STATE, PUR- 

believe we can give you some interesting facts DUE, TEXAS A & M, WISCONSIN—for years, 

which may help you find the answers. Square D has been looking to these great 

We'd like to tell you about the electrical schools for its engineering talent. Electrical, | 

industry and where it’s going. More specifi- mechanical, industrial and general engineers 

cally, we'd like to tell you about Square D —all make up the Square D team. It's a strong 

and what we have to offer. team —one we think you'd like to be a part of. 

EP 2 my 
° » i Square D Com 1 FY By pee 

Mal the Coupte Bees Dah 7 like a + Michigan 
eee Coe S 7» 2 Copy of 

a Teme rour Copy of i . a ee Get- Acquainted” broch a quain; Se "Get-Ac. i. 8 yoo. Name ure, 

whi 4” brochure Ne >>, te 4 ich tellg 1 an. % D> School, 

SquareD he ot about cue ca ee uy 
Services, ote 2 a | P \ Address. Class a 

°PPortunities, “ts and a i @ \ City ie ee E 

cae ‘ ey Ra Me State 

aaa “ee | a | | 
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SYNTHANE- out of sight, but in the picture \SQo © Ns 
| Synthane laminated plastics are pro. | 

se . . ° . | duced under heat and pressure from 
Whenever you turn on television you are plays a supporting patt in many behind- | _ laminations of resin-impregnated ma | 

using a little-seen, but essential, material the-screen and behind-the-camera | terials such as paper, fabric, gas | 
«aes | cloth, asbestos, etc. Synthane plastics called Synthane. applications. | are available in sheets, rods, tubes, | : 

Synthane is a laminated plastic of mul- Synthane is also light in weight. strong, - _ and fabricated or molded parts.Each | 

tiple virtues, which recommend it for vibration absorbing, chemically resistant, of the many Synthane grodes og 
& ‘ a iS Bn Be " | combination of useful properties, 

many jobs in television. high in dielectric strength, dimensionally |. | 

Synthane is an excellent insulator, lam- stable, heat resistant to about 300°F. eel - mc | 

inable with metal, hence, a good base for There may be a place for Synthane in | See ee aia comero pare | 

space-reducing ‘“‘printed’’? circuits. your product. To find out more about \ ee c. ta | 
S- F _teceiverprint- : 

Synthane is notable for low power factor, __ the possibilities of Synthane for your pur- i 2 ‘St S a cil 

low moisture absorption, and ease of fab- pose, write for the complete Synthane as i Ae 

rication, three properties desirable for Catalog. Synthane Corporation, 42 River een < OC) a fo 
. cn . : | Were oe Channel se- 

radio and television insulation. Synthane Road, Oaks, Pennsylvania. | eee Leas 
| Weeveeee Cg oe 

. | Wihoatics a> ae eT 
Ce. ee 

Syathane uveitis | SYNTHANE| — 

| LAMINATED PLASTICS ~ 
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DU PONT SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING E B i 
James A. Newman, B. S. in Ch. E., North 

GRADUATES MEET THE PUBLIC IN Carolina State’40, discusses study of optimum 

settings and conditions for carding nylon sta~ 
ple with Prof. J. F. Bogdan of North Carolina 

e State’s Research Division. 

echnical ale » involved evaluation and modifica- 
tion of filter fabrics in cooperation 

with makers of dust-control equip- 
ment, and with plant personnel hav- 

More and more, industry is on the ing serious dust-recovery problems. 

lookout for technically trained men 3. Reduce the time needed for proc- 
and science majors who have an in- ee . ” A essing motion-picture film used by 

terest in and aptitude for selling. A oo . iN race tracks. Technical service men 
number of departments at Du Pont = y. D>» carried the problem to a research 

prefer men with such training for ) A A ~~ group which developed an emulsion 
sales Positions. A technical under- “2 wn \ that could be processed in about one- 
standing of the properties of a sub- a  ._ third the former time. 

stance helps a man do a better selling : fl \ : : . 

job—and offers the customer better “ § -— Technical men interested in sales 
service : io C work at Du Pont usually acquire 

: a oo La yi J needed background in a laboratory 
Because of the diverse applications : _ S | or manufacturing plant. Depending 

of Du Pont’s many products, there . |. eS | on their interest and abilities, they 
is a need for sales representatives a may then move into technical sales 
with widely varying technical back- Ivan R. Smith, B.S. in Ch.E., Kansas State service, sales development, or direct 

grounds. There are problems involv- — University’40 (right), advises the operator ofa Sales. 
ing chemistry and many types of en- galvanizing machine on the efficient use of a I fies felledh ith 

gineering in such fields as plastics, Du Pont flux. Ca ee eee ee ee 
ceramics, textiles and many others the right combination of sales ability 

; oo mental organization. In some cases and technical knowledge will find not 

Technical men may work in direct techiical 8 Kandlevall ha case . only interesting work but exception- 
sales, sales service, or sales develop- chmieal MEN ABMS all PHASES al opportunities for growth in the 
ment groups, depending on depart- selling. In others they deal mainly Com, 

> : pany. 
with customer problems. Some de- 

j i ae partments also maintain a sales de- 
eer + 

—— | velopmentsection that worksontech- Gail doatenaith 1 ; 
ee — . : ollege graduates with many types 0: 

oo lu ig, nical problems connected with the technical training find opportunities at 

> Be ee i oy introduction of a new product or a Du Pont. Write for your copy of ‘The 
_ 7 rR li + Du Pont Company and the College 

-« a | a new application for an established Graduate.” Address: E. I. du Pont de 
Je. awe one. Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 2521 Nemours 
 — <coc aeee . s ildi ilmi: a 
Naa —-™ 4 7 Here are examples of the kind of Building, Wilmington, Delaware: 

~~ ~~ problems attacked by technical men 
A Fie in Du Pont sales groups: 

C—O 1, Find a more economical way to GU POND | 
aS _ i. | 2 = apply sodium silicate used in making _ ~ | 

. re corrugated paperboard. Du Pont . 
cs o _ men, as in many other instances, BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

| . . ». THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
a were able to make substantial sav- 

Edgar G. Boyce, Ashland State (right), 18S for the customer. SS | 
helps a customer improve his method of apply- . ee 4 Entertaining, Informative— 
ing silicate adhesive in the manufacture of 2. Introduce fabrics of Orlon’ acryl- See ‘‘Cavalcade of America’ on Television 
corrugated boxboard. ic fiber for use in dust filtration. This §. —— 
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BY |. R. DROPS 

Freshman German Student: “What is castor oil known Judge: “Are you sure this man was drunk?” 

as in Holland?” Cop: “Well, he was carrying a manhole cover and said 

Senior: “Old Dutch Cleanser.” he was taking it home to play on his victrola.” 

* * * ¥ * Fa 

A doctor was called to a house on a confinement case. The lunatic who, after a very exemplary record of 
The doctor went upstairs to his patient while the anxious sanity was discharged from the asylum, was returned home, 

husband remained below. and on the following morning decided to shave as every 

After some time the doctor came downstairs and in- man does. He nailed the mirror to the wall, stood before 

quired of the husband, “Do you have a little screwdriver— __ it, lathered his face, proceeded to shave; at this moment 

just a little tiny one about this size?” the nail slipped and the mirror fell to the floor. He stood 

Shortly, he again came downstairs to say, “I need a gazing at the blank wall before him, then remarked bit- 

much larger screwdriver—one about this size!” terly: “Just my. tuck, second day out, and I’ve cut my 

The next trip down he asked for a small wrench. A blooming head :off- 
moment or two later he returned to obtain a larger 

wrench. Next he wanted a mallet and a chisel. All the - * * 

time the anxious husband was becoming more and more 

anxious. Boris, who comes from Czechoslovakia, has been in 

The straw that broke the camel’s back was when the this country only a few months. He does not speak Eng- 

doctor once more raced down the stairs and asked for lish very well, and in conversation one day was asked, 
the ice tongs. “Boris, what is it that you are most anxious to see in 

“Ice tongs, Hell—what in the world are you doing with America?” 

all those tools? Tell me—is it a boy or a girl?” “Well,” replied Boris, “I weesh most to meet dat fa- 

“How do I know,” said the Doc, “I can’t get my damn ™0US Mrs. Beech who have so many sons in the last war.” | 

medicine case open.” 

* * * 

x * * 
Have you heard the new radio program about the 

Small Boy (looking at an elephant): “Gee, Ma, ain’t gitl who wanted two bathrooms? It’s called “The Wife’s 

that a hell of a big animal?” Other Joba. 
Proud Mama ‘How many times must I tell you not to 

say ain’t?” * * * 

ke i ke “I want a shave,” said the disgruntled Sergeant as he 

climbed into the barber’s chair. “No haircut, no sham- 

Major Cox: “Cadet, where’s the balance of your rifle?” poo, no rum, witch hazel, hair tonic, hot towels, or face 

White: “This is all they gave me, sir.” massage. I don’t want the manicurist to hold my hand, | 
nor the bootblack to handle my feet. I don’t want to be 

x 4 * | brushed off, and I’ll put on my coat myself. I just want | 

a plain shave, with no trimmings. Understand that?” 

Fun . Fun . Fun Worry, Worry, Worry “Yes, sir,” said the barber quietly. “Lather, sir?” 
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Things are different—up there! 
You would be amazed at the tricks nature plays in the stratosphere 

As aviation progress has carried man farther into the upper UCC FOUND THE ANSWER—The people of Union Carbide 
air, he has found that nature has many tricks up her sleeve attacked this problem. Through research they developed 
in the stratosphere. Many things that worked well on the special carbon brushes that worked uniformly well at all 
ground wouldn’t do as well, or failed completely, in the altitudes, making stratosphere flying a practical reality. 
space beyond the clouds. Things are truly different up there. OTHER AIDS TO FLYING Better carbon brushes that keep 

CARBON BRUSHES ARE AN EXAMPLE—These brushes motors and generators running, alloy metals that stand the 

are the contact points that carry electricity between mov- terrific heat of jet engines, plastic insulation for high-alti- 
ing and stationary parts of motors and generators. They’re tude wiring, and oxygen that provides the breath of life in 
in electric razors, sewing machines, huge diesel locomotives the upper air—these are but a few of the many UCC prod- 
—and in modern aircraft. ucts that are helping aviation reach new heights. 

\. Tr ‘ STUDENTS and STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about the many 
THEY COULDN'T STAND ALTITUDE—Today 8 high-flying fields in which Union Carbide offers career opportunities. Write for 
planes require literally hundreds of small electric motors the free illustrated booklet “Products and Processes” which de- 
and many carbon brushes. Here was one of nature’s quirks, scribes the various activities of UCC in the fields of ALLOYS, CAR- 
for brushes which worked well on the ground and at lower BONS, CHEMICALS, GASES, and PLastics, Ask for booklet C-2. 

altitudes couldn’t take the thin, dry air of the stratosphere. 
They’d spark and quickly disintegrate. And if the brushes | ( p N C 
failed, the motors also would fail. N I A R B I D E 

AND CARBON CORPORATION 
30 EAST 42ND STREET [I] NEW YORK 17, N. ¥, 

————. UCC’s Trade-marked Products of Alloys, Carbons, Chemicals, Gases, and Plastics include —————— 

NATIONAL Carbons » ACHESON Electrodes * EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries * PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes 

ELEcTROMET Alloys and Metals * HAYNES STELLITE Alloys * PREST-O-LITE Acetylene * PYROFAX Gas 

DyNEL Textile Fibers * BAKELITE, KRENE, and VINYLITE Plastics * LINDE Oxygen * SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS | 
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@ Earle R. Wall, Jr. was graduated from mechanical design of afterburners which must 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute in 1941 with a diffuse exhaust gases from the turbine at tem- 
B. S. degree in Mechanical Engineering and peratures over 1650 degrees Fahrenheit, with 
after a five year tour of duty with the Army came a minimum loss of energy, and consume addi- 
to Allison to do pioneering work on turbo-jet tional fuel for thrust augmentation. After the 
engines. correct design has been calculated and drawn, 

Farle today has an important job as an engi- prototypes of the afterburner are tested by the 
neer in the turbo-jet design group and he is Test Control group and Earle then analyzes 
working on afterburners for some of America’s results. One of the many problems is the en- 
newest jet engines. Allison Division was the — durance life of the exhaust unit. He must make 
first aircraft engine manufacturer to produce a choice of present metals or search for new 
turbo-jet afterburners. The afterburner is a metals to withstand the high temperatures and 
thrust augmentation unit for jet engines to give forces of the gases which pass through. 
the engine more thrust in take-off, climb and Earle and many other Allison engineers have 
combat emergencies. An additional cone is interesting, important jobs in the science of jet 
added after the turbine where more fuel is in- engines. They are making a direct contribution 
jected into the exhaust gases of the engine and to national defense and adding to their own 
ignited to give a larger amount of thrust. knowledge of a subject which offers lifetime 

Earle’s job includes the thermodynamic and _ careers for engineers. 

Allison is looking for young men with degrees in MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, 

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING and INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING. There are also a number of openings 

for majors in Metallurgy, Electronics, Mathematics and Physics. Write now for further information: R. G. Green- 

wooed, Engineering College Contact, Allison Division, General Motors Corporation, Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 

Mis DIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION @ Indianapolis, Ind. 

Design, development and production—high power TURBINE ENGINES for modern aircraft... 
heavy duty TRANSMISSIONS for Ordnance and Commercial vehicles . . . DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 

PARTS ... PRECISION BEARINGS for aircraft, Diesel locomotives and special applications 
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THIS NEW AUTOMOTIVE LABORATORY at is now in operation testing and developing new 

Standard Oil’s Whiting Research Laboratory and improved gasolines and lubricants. 

They help design the future 
e In the laboratories of today, the world of and development of automotive fuels and 

tomorrow is taking shape—test by test, ex- lubricants. 

periment by experiment. Full-scale testing is conducted in a room 

What man will be capable of in years to containing every needed facility for the 

come, how he will work and play, how he measurement and control of operating con- 

will travel, all depend to a large extent on ditions. The test engines include the prin- 

the fuels and lubricants that will power the cipal types used today or anticipated for the 

machines of the future. future. Each of 16 engines, with its dynamo- 

More than a quarter of a century ago meter, is mounted on a separate concrete 

Standard Oil opened its first automotive foundation, isolated from other parts of the 

laboratory, and from time to time has en- building to eliminate vibration. 

larged the facilities. In the expansion of our laboratories, 

Now Standard Oil has added still another young technical men find evidence that the 

unit. The new building located at Whiting, challenge of the future, with its stimulation 

Indiana, is devoted entirely to the testing and rewards, is being met at Standard Oil. 

e 

Standard Oil Company 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois 

( STANDARD 
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° ° ° 
Do you want to get ahead in engineering? 

‘Then—after you graduate—join a com- an individual who stands out—and pro- — communities offer fishing, hunting, golf, you 8 J gs 
pany that’s expanding in fields where  gresses—in proportion to his ability. boating and other recreational facilities. 
big engineering futures lie. Boeing is constantly alert to new tech- a ippeleas st with ine 

i , 6 : . idential an shoppin: Cl a 
At Boeing you'll find plenty of room niques and materials — and approaches : PINE, GIStIIcts, an | 

of. : . . manent : schools of higher learning where you can i to get ahead in such projects-with-a- them without limitations. Extensive sub- 5 
og - . ee 5 : study for advanced degrees. 
future asa major guided missile program contracting and major procurement . Z 

... research in supersonic flight and programs — directed and controlled by There are Openings i ALL branches 
nuclear-powered aircraft . . . America’s engineers—give you a varied experience of engineering Gnechanical, civil, elec- 
first-announced jet transport ...and the — and broad contacts with a cross section trical, aeronautical, and related fields), 
revolutionary B-47 and B-52 jet bombers. of American industry. No industry, in for DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION, 

You'll find Boeing a stable 36-year-old fact, matches aviation in offering such RESEARCH and TOOLING. Also, for: servos 
company, that has grown practically con- @ wide range of experience, or breadth sat niga Slesestiaiss seignewand 
fatoudle Eur Sinn vee Bane now of application — from pure research to analysts, and physicists and mathemati- 

ee ep 2 production design, all going on at once. “14'S with advanced degrees. 
employs 6000 engincers In contrast to 2 2 : . woo atthe peak.ck'Warld WarTL And Bis a «es For further information, 
3500 att ag peak o} or ar ll. And oeing engineering activity 1s concen- consult your Placement Office, or write: 

although Boeing is a large concern, it trated at Seattle in the Pacific North-  JoHN 6. SANDERS, Staff Engineer—Personnel 
is so organized that each engineer is _ west, and Wichita in the Midwest. These Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington 
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TEST ENGINEERING PROGRAM— offers engineering graduates opportuni- 

ties for careers not only in engineering but in all phases of the Company's 

business. Includes rotating assignments plus opportunities for classroom study. 

BUSINESS TRAINING PROGRAM—open to business administration, liberal 

arts, and other graduates ... for careers in accounting, finance, adminis- 

tration, and other fields. Includes on-the-job training plus classroom study. | 
7 

CHEMICAL AND METALLURGICAL PROGRAM—provides rotational as- 

signments in chemistry, chemical engineering, and metallurgy. Also offers 

graduate-level courses stressing solution of practical engineering problems 

through application of basic principles of physical chemistry and unit 

| (" operations. : 

EW companics can Set 
offer as broad a range of career | 

Cpportunities as General Electric. MANUFACTURING TRAINING PROGRAM—for developing leaders in 
Vhet Aer’ a ‘young, Man! Is: inter the field of manufacturing. Open to graduates with a technical education 

ested m science or engineering, or a general education with technical emphasis. 
physics or chemistry, clectronics 
or atomic energy. plastics or air 
conditioning, accounting or sales, 
employce relations or advertising, . : 
drafting or jet engines... he can ADVERTISING TRAINING COURSE—offers graduates career opportunities | 

plan for himself a G-E. career. in all phases of advertising, sales promotion, and public relations work. 

The training programs sum- Includes on-the-job training and a complete classwork program. | 

marized here are only a few of 
the “open doorways” that lead to 2 

successful careers in a company 

\“ here big and important jobs are PHYSICS PROGRAM—offers physicists rotating assignments in applied 
being done, _and where young research in many fields of physics plus ample opportunity for organized | 
people of vision and courage are classroom study. Program graduates have gone into such fields as research, 
needed to help do them. ; ; development, manufacturing, design, marketing. 

If you are interested in’ build- 

ing a G-E career after graduation, 

talk with your placement officer 3 
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